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Optical Botatoyy Power has long been recognised as .the ’■ 
most delicate test the scientist possesses for detecting small' 
differences *$ff chemical.,constitution* let, although it is over one 
hundred years since the optical activity of carbon compounds was 
first observed, we ate still unable, to- foretell with any degree • 
of certainty or accuracy the rotatory power of the simplest of 
compounds. ■ .
The reason of this lacfe of success, soon becomes apparent 
to the modem investigator#- - It is due to the multiplicity of 
factors affecting rotatory- power* firstly,there are the. -.%xtra~ 
molecular* influences, , They include i**
(i) Temperature, -
(ii)Solvont effect,:
(ill) * Co lour1 or ware lengths of the light 
usedto measure' the rotation.
Of these, the effect of the first two is but little
t
understood and - varies from compound to compound.. .; 'The' effect 
of temperature oU comparisons is eliminated m  far as possible 
by one of two methods, Either,all rotations are recorded u . 
for the sains temperature (e* g* at 20° 5 or, the rotatory posers
are measured over as large a- temperature range as possible' and 
the fora of the temperature-rotaiioii curves .is taken into account 
when making the comparisons# • The influence of solvents may be 
entirely eliminated' if the rotatory powers are measured of the ■ 
substance in the homogeneous state ; if this is impracticable 
there is again the choice of two methods j- the rotations' may be 
measured each in the same' solvent or, by extending the examination 
of the properties to various solvents : further interesting -comparisons 
are rendered possible*
The- study of the variation, of rotatory -power with the ' 
wave length of the light employed has yielded most interesting 
and far-reaching results* k * Dispersion Equation1 has been 
proposed which has a theoretical basis and which has received . 
considerable experimental support. Bot only' has this equation- 
afforded a method of coordinating rotatory' power with wave length 
but,also,on account of the tom of. the .function it reveals the 
complexity of certain substances.' . lany compounds,when examined in 
from the point of view of this equation , appear to exist in the form 
of dynamic isemerides which,in many cases,exhibit totally different 
optical properties. So that f in measuring the rotation of an . 
apparently homogeneous compound (e*g* an ester) the investigator
may *ln reality* be observing the rotation of a mixture of dynamic iso* 
merides, the relative proportions of which vary with experimental 
conditions and in different compounds. The pimling discrepancies 
in the variations ef rotatory.power with constitutive cbange 
observed before the introduction of the systematic .study of optical 
rotatory dispersion are thus readily explicable* '■
There is a. multitude of constitutive factors influencing 
rotatory power • -Mmng tbe most proiainent of theses are the 
presence in the molecule of i-
Cl) Ijymmic iaomeridas* '
(2) Oroups of different relative !^ 0nitudes 
■ attached to the asymmetric' atom*
(3)Ghains of atoms of a definite eonfIguration, -
(4) llnsatiimtei and conjugated unsaturated linkages,.
(5) Here than one asymmetric atom*
Since a number of these influences is exerted aide by side 
in the same molecules the study of • optical rotatory power is a 
complex one, and in making comparative examinations none of tbe 
factors imt the problem must be neglected..
IX
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fOB. xxgbz of m w m m ®  101 m m w * '
Xhe recognition of the variation of the rotation of tbs 
Diane of polarisation with the1 colour * of the light is nearly as 
old as the discovery of optical activity itself* Attempts were ■ 
made to find some relationship between the value of the rotation 
• and -the frequency of the light vibrations.. BXOX*8 inverse square
‘law1, was among the first of these-t.** ; ■ : '
where d K» the' rotatory power' 
s: ^ - for light of,which
K }f : ^ ®*. the wave'length ? ■
and'- K *» a .constant," -
It was soon realised'that many compounds g&ra values which 
did not fit this empirical relationship* An unfortunate result 
of this,failure was that it became customary to measure'rotations^, 
for light of one wave length only } in general the Sodium doublet 
( A** 5890 ** 5896 IngstrSm Units } was used on account of its 
convenience. ■ fhe phenomena of dispersion were neglected* thus.. ■- 
delating seriously for many years the study of -optical aciivSJ^ *. •
1 'DBtltS has- put forward a relationship thich provides a
rational explanation of every type cf dispersion encountered and 
gives some account of the connection of dispersion with other
intramolecular phenomena. This equation is' based on the
hypothesis that the optical activity of a molecule is due to the 
motion of an electron is some'spiral path -1 further$ the dispersion ■- 
shown by the molecule is dependent on the frequency of vibration of 
that electron ',which again corresponds to an absorption-band of the- , 
same frequency in the spectrum of the substance. ■ .If there is more 
than one electron in the molecule moving In a spiral path each will 
contribute to the dispersion independently of the others and *of: course 
if there is more than one kind of molecule present each will affect 
the dispersion separately * The equation is
in which:**
cyA» the rotatory power* ■
A  * *  the ware length of light used*
ft.0 » a constant (rotation parameter)*
\0t» a constant {dispersion parameter) 
which is the wave length" of an 
absorption band in the spectrum 
■of the substance .
%
for convenience* tOlHI has classified optically active 
substances as follows •.
(1). Those eaMbltim SpIPbf DI.aPEBSIO.nA
These-substances possess rotatory powers for light of all 
wave lengths which can be expressed- by a single term BEIIBE equation
Ubese are substances for which a aingl# term equation is 
not sufficient to account for the dispersion p# two or acre terms. • ■ 
being 'required *l*e*
cLk = _ 3 ~  -t- - 3 -  ... £ * C  -
r - p  A'-\r
flie terms may be of the same or of different sign*
{5i*fhose showing .Anomalous pjsnersi.o,n» .
This is a special case of complex dispersion tbe terms 
being opposite in. sign , A., being larger than A^ t and larger than K v 
In tiiis case if we examine the rotatory powers for. light of different 
frequencies, beginning at the violet end of the spectrum the rotatory 
power decreases as light of less refranglbility is approached,then • 
rises to a maximum value and then falls again*
' Trm 1MJIE equation «then* provides an explanation of the 
various types of dispersion which are observed *but its application 
is not limited to this* ' llie significance of complex dispersion.is 
that there is more than one absorption band in the system which has 
an Influence on the dispersion* fbese absorption bands *obviously* 
are due to
either (1)*Existence in the molecule of more than'one 
electron vibrating in a spiral path*e*g». due 
-to more than one asymmetric ato hi*
or (2)* Presence in the system of several kinds of 
molecules ,a* g* dynamic isomerides *
In cases where (1 ) would seem unlikely the existence of
dynamic isomeri&es my reasonably be postulated* It is significant fj
, . \
that in such eases the existence of isomers of this type is rendered ij 
probable by the constitution of tlie compounds and'is supported by work \ 
In other fields* ; !
mfin direction aid x t m w m k i i m  ow compm m s m m m *
Suhstanc@$ exl:dbiting complex ti©portion bate been defined 
as those of which the rotatory powers for light of all wav© lengths 
cannot be expressed by a single term SlUIE equation | the question a 
arises as to how such substances are to be recognised in practice* .* 
There are three methods • which may be employ ed *
First . Method ? .CHABM^IBlgTlC p « !  CF ABMSTEOm AKO MIKER?
AffiSTOIId and f ALE1H assume that there are two dynamic 
IsomerMes in all substances which display different rotatory, powers 
under different experimental condition© ,these isomerides may possess 
the same or different dispersive properties* • . The rotatory powers 
of these Isomers are constant under all eemllticns-hut their
relative proportions in the mixture vary, thus altering the effective : 
rotation of the substance under examination* ,
A diagram is constructed a0 follows s~ A line of unit slope 
is drawn,and the vertical axis represents rotatory power* This lin
g  0
is taken as the reprintatloa of the rotatory power of the substance 
under all conditions for light of a standard ware length {generally 
\ ** 5461 t*b*}, ferfcieaily above or below the corresponding •- 
points are plotted the rotatory powers under the same conditions ' 
for light of some other wave length , and so on for each wave 
length employed * ' Then, according to-these authors , the points
for eae.li wart length will lie or a straight line* It is considered 
ti*at ii30 horizontal axis- of the diagram represents the concentrations 
of the isomers plotted on an unknown scale*
Sines no substance examined shows unchanged rotatory power 
under all conditions of temperature and solution the postulates of 
l!SfS3*B0S5 and fllitEB are tantamount to the statement that all
substances exist in the form of dynamic Isomerl&es and further that 
these isomerides are unique among chemical compounds in that they 
possess unalterable rotatory powers under all conditions* Ho./ 
evidence has been adduced in favour of these somewhat sweeping 
hypotheses and It is difficult to see that their utility is 
sufficient to justify their postulation, .
Analysis of the characteristic diagram from- the point of
view of the DBUBE equation .reveals the fact that it has an application 
in the study of dispersion if the hypotheses of its originators are 
recognised as not justified* . ABMSfBOIO and fAtJCER assume that the 
rotatory powers of a compound Is represented by. a MIDI equation of 
two Cor more) terms of the type;-*
In which t*»' 
rotatory power 
K ~ C;Av'-i/v ~ ways length of light
C, ,£•*.** concentrations of dynamic isomerides;
Wo^m'V^c3 constant under .all conditions.
If the■dispersions of the two forms are identical , i.e* Ky - -,this 
equation becomes
^ c A  i C.K.
A ‘  -  K
fids reduces to a BlOBl equation*of the ordinary typo, of one torm 
in which the one rotation parameter f&0* varies with conditions* I.e.
^ Iv =
There Is fthen* no need to postulate the existence of dynamic isomeriels 
in substances of which the dispersion.does not vary markedly with 
conditions .; and the hypothesis that the rotatory power' of such 
iscmerldes.when they are present* is constant under all'conditions 
may be rejected3 ■ it Is probable that the diepersigns of these 
isomorides do not vary greatly with conditions.
The diagram may be used as a test for the dispersion of a
substance* It the dispersion be simple*the lines for the - different
ware lengths will all intersect in the sum# point and on the axis
0 *, zero rotation, In the case of Complex dispersion the lines will
not all intersect, in the same point and not on. the axis - of zero rotatiM
In practice the application •&£ tie diagram Is limited * firstly by
reason of the- lack of sensitivity and secondly by the fact that
frequently, all the rotatory powers of a compound cannot be represented
accurately "on the straight lines of the diagram, This latter fact
is not surprising when It is considered that there’ are probably five
quantities varying in greater or less 'degree*with conditions* viz
f44\ * ffAw* relative proportions of the isomers*
I * #* ' h^e- two rotation parameters.,- g and (Ag 
vlv I & ■ Cv) The two dispersion parameters, At and av*
r  ;
As t£Z7% has pointed out *,tbe single tern BBUSE equation 
may be re-arranged as follows
obtained in tbs ease of a substance exhibiting simple dispersion, 
fben the substance exhibits complex dispersion the expression cannot 
be so rearranged and a linear relation between tin quantities is
detection of complex dispersion is thus to band and a number of 
interesting results bare accrued from its use*
the possible experimental error) between the reciprocal of the rotator
of dispersion may be j^stutetod with certainty 9, but the 'converse is 
by no means true as fjQffff baa recognised. If the following 
conditions all bold complex dispersion will be readily detected ;**.
of rotatory power made is not far removed from the ♦active1 
absorption, bands of the molecule .
(2) The ♦active1- absorption kinds are widely separated.
(3). The terms of the DBUIS equation are opposite in sign 
and of approximately equal magnitude*
The, evidently * if ^  is plotted against X%a linear relationship is
not observed* A mathematically based graphical method for the
If any departure from a linear rel&tioship .nd above
power and the square of the wave length Is observed*then complexity
SCktt&k.
(1) The region of the spectrum in which the measurements
4.&I
her mashed -and the
do-aapeu:
appear
■consider Bnmeric&l
spersicn
of the typical
Av**,4hS ^**arc n
^ STL^  ; -M\fl0 
•=. + 3 |.g $ °
^  1^0i> ,c=
,14
'tlsen i M  reciprocal of these rotations art plotted-against the square 
of tto xo^faa ;#<Juriraf * Yp ^P ^a*'&* attained*: -
It will to obserred that thi dtpartart.from a/linear relationshii 
e&amt M  detected and tlie . %iftot Is that of stople- .dlsporoion.
■ V In' this compound lot it b# supposed that there are the same 
- #aotittfbobrpbiea h m M  ' tmt tbo. rotation parameters. are- m m  .in the - 
ratio i $■ 4. .Il/S i | * 'ihea.the rotatory powers art 
oU^a *w+87.66° ' .
^ * 1 3 3 . 8 0  
* 5 « 1  e  + W » W
^STO “ +30*eO:
Again , iks departure £roa a .ULnaay rsl&tioasfeip ean fee deteotea.Guiire <5-
. . .  ■ - ; ■ ' *  "  : -■ ; p a g s ^
■*wt-?Tt5Tt f*AOp8v.ffiifffrrlTf}*
5to teme art eltemeteljf of opposite sign end the rotation 
parameters' iM'nmh term- art equal to ICO * Then 
' o (w n n .
^ 4 3 5 8
^ S d d i  ** +‘* ^  
u  -H 0 d
Cm$Xm dispersion is patent* when these figures art plotted#Ourrfli 3 
on page J/fY In practise however1'the small magnitude of the rotations 
would reader the oomplerity■rery difficult to detect#'

agnation in this; ease is t **
nl ~ too__. _JL5^  _ a£3~
*’ ~~ /T - f'iLSyo " AT- JLUfl?' ■ Kr'W&
tfcsrejfores** / ■ /. c* 3*100
^ 4 3 5 3  °  7  *
: ' ■•'. - ^ 5 4 6 1 ,  ■ ,'
s ** ^  3# 43
fhe eompleritj is again. maslcii (Curve *paga ).#
.•■.'• .f!aa’tarmsara .alternately of. opposite sign .and the 
rotation parameters ro la the ratio, of,I. i 1*05 $ 1 1.1*05 -
^  3900 * ♦*20®
^ 43S8 ** **** 34
* 5401 **■.«*+37
^eros ” ' *** 30
fha-whole of the' pb*no$$m of ammaieus dispersion appear too/; 
plotted in the uau&l;ray a ourro with taro.. branohos is. obtained*'
It.has thus been dossonstratod.• ttet vary spoolal eotnditions- 
are nsosssaiy.. for the deteotion of.oossplox dispersion fcy this method 
and that a small oonstitutiye ■ ohasgs.- to a eompound oausins .a small. . 
alteration, in the roX&tirf magaitu&os of various of the parameters ; 
in the BB01S equation m $  causa a. tery large difference In the ;JX 
dispersive properties, ■ '■ ■.,
4 : gmgiSMtOI
powers- of'a ®
tlBroBgliBist siBO©.
;rte m  m m f w j  and
appXiaatlen of to-ary*® teat to 
ilia rotatory powers of 
l l - P B O m  ' ^ H S O T m ,  O I B H E f l O L *  ■
Be far to page .1?
& 3 If
«v U^ tts X 107 . .
So- that-any compound with a dispersion ratio-of • lass t&as,'l.Sl?o jrj&g 
be ®xbibitiag 'oos^ l©x dispersion* .'. fJoreomr-it is probable that.; •;■. 
any carbon -compound with a-.ratio of lesc than 1*6-3 Is of complex' 
dispersion since all organic compounds appear Iso ■ bars a band 'in'tbsir^ 
absorption spootra-.noartr tbs loss refr^ngibl® portion of tbs spectrum 
than 1300 X*1I*V ;
fjh#» 4' f*?* t-4vj£^-
-v j . r ,. -<r*t & fywi *11 *
f be'absorption eptotra of"& number of aroaatio: substances 
hmo bom iiwostlgatod - and in'e-rery case the spectra described are -, ;y;-.:- 
of some complexity and contain at least one. hand' nearer the risible-: ■' 
portion of tbs spectrum than ,\ « 2S00 S*0» - .■' to' absorption band in 
this position corresponds # in a compound of simple1 dispersion * to.. 
a dispersion ratio of at least ■ , . In-fable’-X on tbs'next page >
are tabulated V m  dispersion\ratios of ■ screfi aromatic alcohols and; 
of fourteen eeters dtri?er fro^ihem*::: ■' ' ; ; ^ '■ -
Of tie alcohols *om*. phenyl^^bemethyX carblncl*; is nn«* .-■: 
edlfr of complex dispersion' baring a ratio of 1*53 ,i*s* less than
i M  the' minimum- irate for Qgs coapounA, four'more are praMMff. o 
soapiest harlag ratios ef Isas than thefaimatie aisimua^ ,!.*©* &.T5 
This leaves t«o alcohala sesslbly1 sim&Xe^ aaA'.of tte33»5~proR?i - 
ft-pasjietliyl ceirfelrsol wtea plotted in acoardassa with 10fBY*3 tost 
shots a small bat distinct deviation from the.linear .relationship 
(vide Fig. 1 page((>). The eonelasios that these alcohols exhibit
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t & t h y i
Sthyl
m
P h e n y l 
B © n & y i'
(§11 at 80° in the homogeneous state) 
aarMnol’ m t s m  1*73$ 
carbine! nUiiJl- 1*687 
oairbinol Ilium 1*833 
carbinol iimus ,1*670.
Ethyl- (3^lionet h f  i  ' c a r b in e !  m s s m  
H^Fropy 1 ^ Boenethy! carbine!: M  s n  111 
B,«w l f- a 0n « w  cardinal 
lethy! B&nzjl mtbSjn&l format® itu m > s
11 , a c e ta te ,  m i f i u i  ■
'* propionate m n s  
oarbinyl foimtaTUu 
#. a c e t a t e
11 . p r o p io n a t e  it &*SQ5
it
ii
IlSthyl
B
ti
1,633
1 ,7 3 7
1,533 
1,940 
1.610 
3,560 
1 * v u l
l*
E t h y l
n
f H ? r o p y l
«
«
P h e n y l
«
P^lienethyl e&rMnyl formats n u n  1*S
n
acetate - * *ui i* 869,
 ^p r o p io n a t e  11 . %  8 3 0
•Phendtisyl oarMjiyl' formate ■ * * * * * * i*ea?
*
■ acetate' iis.l*840r 
■’ ■• p r o p io n a t e  1 * 8 4 0
■"i ■ ‘. ■ \ • «•■ ; '•> ; - :• *
oarbitiyl formate ^ * $ 5 '1*
. *  , a a e t a t e ; . i i i : v l f 7 i ? ^
Pour of the alcohols- hare been described ■; by ,¥tCTi\HD and; W*vm - . 
three of the esters, the' remainder are described b@re.;.fer/the first time
, dispersion la eenflrmsi by their high eoefflelemt of atosrattoti
■ of dispersion with temperature .{'in one oase tids c^if^tloB oorreapaal, 
In a oompetmd of .$3Jiple dispersion*dls to a. shift Is the absorption ;
■ band of 100 |utj* of or a tenxcxulare Tange of 100°, an Impossibly' high 1 
value *Cfido mags §6)*- . in addition the large difference in disperslS 
ratio between suoeeaaive members of m  homtogsm aeries oarnot bo 
reasonably ■ aiplatoed -«m the basis of a shift In the absorption band
(in one ease a shift-of WO t?0* .would be meeasaary* )*’ ' ;ggj
She comfljm dispersion of those aleobole aatt thus te. taken.mg 
,as-.proven s M  is in aeeerdanee with the general- observation of the ; . a
f * * ■ ' i.
: ' absorption spaetra of aromtie snbstanoes * of wMeh a large 'y
■number possess three bands.* two narrow bands at about'2680 .and 2650-px 
t.IJ.#: end a broader one nearer the .region of greater rofrangibilityvp 
It la not proposed to pot forward ■ *wsy: hypothesis as to ths origin of 
.the oompleidty of these' arem&tlo alootols- save that it must be dud 
to the h m m m  nuoleua. slnoe the allpteble. aleobols of otherwise 7. . p 
-similar mmtltntlm show no 'Sign of oomolerity „* ■. flats rules out.; ; 
the possibility of the aleobolia' bydrossyl group oausing oomplaiity*
fhe dispersion ratio's' of the esters raif; .to an eiren more; ' 
irregular manner than the parent; alcohol®* \/ Some; appearyto. exhibit |
■ ideally, slmplt dispersion (e*g* phenyl.'(b^ phenettiy 1;barbtoyl aeetate 
page 68 )| others are obviously ibosQlfift whilst, one -stows anomalous rot 
rotatory dispersion at all tbe^femtemtufea investigated C PX>°~ 140°) 
{ride page 60), BfMenoe similar to that brought forward to the ease
of the parent alcohols 'shows that allpho esters display - -complex disper- 
: sion In greater -or. Issspdegree, - . ■- ; It-' la- a significant ’/fact that the 
complexity is most obvious in;those-esters'which'possess-;the smallest . 
:,ro'tato-ry powers i*.e* those.!In whloa ts terms- of; the BBODi equation;:;:":: 
.-.being ■opposite In; sign approach/ each other most.nearly- in-’ magnitude. -
■ f he.-complexity ,of the esters Is probably due:,;m t -:only to;
-1 he. bensene. nuoleus ; but' also, to the existence' of: dynamic .'iaomerism.
of: the mt&r grouping.: it self; * since,, complexity of -dispersion has-been
observed’ In the case; of iesters: of aliphatic;. alcohols’-' which* Themselves^
exhibit;:simple: .dispersion *, . • Xbe /suggestion has been- mads ,/ in
' accordance with- the .work/of- Br* Ida; Smcdley'V[ that: the following ■
uynamio isomers -can/exist s— ’ ;
' .o .B  : ■ O.B '
: Br <  ■«.BV C(||
; x X) ■ 4,\ x) -
•.-..' .Xn.many’ cases • It would appear that the Isomeridts possess, 
.rotatory - .powers, of opposite/, sign/ * .it-, s o ®  somewhat"strange;thet 
:tba- oxoniti-m'/ form- should havesuch, very/- different properties from the 
more "usual-'form" it: is suggested!/ therefore *witb all- due .resortbe, . 
.'that--tbe1/,following triple;‘equilibrium;may erist 'to- ; / ; •'
X- : ,,'ix: ■' -xixv -;; : : \ ' ;
'-: ' B - . o f  - »  B , . ( / B b  B , . c f  -'--■/.-
\  1  U o  1 V  -■- - ^ o -  b  - . / :
Since'8 t and XXX are Identical -tbs 'equilibrium Is/ really /.only .& :twd~ 7
fold-one- but the meoh * ism..becomes clearer If the thr.ee-fcld
. '-' " -■ ■/ ./: /- ' -vu. ; " . '" ■■■. - -
abatement is used* ' It is/- thought:■that/Tbe: different arrangement of ;
the 'electrons in The tom XXaigbt Moo.unfe &r that’:7i|l|||
difc*ero&$ properties If the isomer idea *
Briefly * thou * the odneXusion Is -reached* that arcmatIo;7 l7 7il 
secondary alcohols display complex .dispersion -aid that tMr-co^lexity ': 
may to. ascribed to tto complex absorption spectra of compounds. •’ •" -g
containing. too tonso.no • ring * • , • Esters derived from aromatic alcohols 
are.also of complex' aisporston I the oonpxoxity In this case is 
probably ■ too to i io .capability- of the-ester grbuping to - exist • in the -7 / 
form of .two. dynamic Iaoa&rMeasas wall as to the gresenao of' the : 7 7 i
aromatic nucleus* ■
She smcss 01? UIBAOTBATIOH AKD OB’ COIOTGAfSD SStSKBKS 05 
IfflSATUMIOH OH OKTICAX. B05ATOBX POWER AHD HSPEBSIOH .
The effect on tlw .rotatory power of the' introduction of
'•+
double bonds into compounds is discussed mif times in the literature*
The general conclusion lias been. that tmsaturatldn exalts the rotation 
whilst conjugation.-of tbs unsaturation increases this exaltation*, 
fbere 1% however, a large number of exceptions to this rule* IM 
many oases the introduction, of unsaturation appears to depress the 
rotation* ■ The subject is thus in a state of considerable uncertainty
..If it is borne in mind that many of the compounds 
Investigated were such that they probably exhibited complex 
■dispersion {e*g*.estefs} and therefore that their rotatory powers 
were represented by m  equation of - the type ;**
OL^  - r  _ _
• /  K'^r /t-AT
the discrepancies observed become less remarkable* It is probable 
that the effect of unsaturation, in the molecule la to exalt "(generally 
but not invariably) both the relation parameters k^ and and ; 
probably, to .tlfferent extents* Bo that if the terms are of 
opposite sign, as is often the case with esters #the rotatory power, 
will be increased or decreased according to which parameter is 
exalted the more* In addition to the alteration of the rotation.
parameters the. effect of the introduction of unsaturation is to
I©8 shift the absorption bands nearer Jbe region of longer wavs.length - 
in general, this will increase the dispersion of the eempeundjbiit not 
necessarily so if the terms %re of opposite sign*. • In some eases 
the effect of the introduction of ^ maturation if further complicated 
by introducing entirely fresh absorption bends *the existence of 
further dynamic- isemerides and so on*
In the present, investigation the effect of the introduction 
of the aromatic nucleus into various alcohols and eaters is 
studied* ■ fbe rotatory power is in a number of cases exalted by 
this introduction but the exaltation is not observed in every 
case*
-Xn the b •Methyl1 and ilthyl* series of aliphatic ' .
secondary alcohols (of the general formula' C1!„*CB0H*B and"
0^ * 011011*1 where B is a galleyX group from CB* to CLrEm  described
O ' n OA^
by PXCKABD and KE1IXCH ,the .rotatory power in^o case exceeds 5|J 5393 
53 14*5°} whereas- the aromatic alcohols described in this thesis have n*(*e 
rotatory powers of 31*1°, 22*$? and 34.*a0 respectively* She disper­
sion of the .aliphatic alcohols is ,as far as can be judged, simple 
whilst the.dispersion of the aromatic alcohols is complex. fhe 
dispersion ratios of the aliphatic alcohols vary from 1*63 to 1*66, 
the dispersion ratios of the aromatic alcohols vary from 1*63 to'" 1*83
fhe exalting effect of the aromatic nucleus is less marked 
the more distantly it' la removed'from the asymmetric atom
24
CH3.CH0II..C6Hg Methyl Phenyl eaybUial 50.9°
% Benzyl carbine1 36,1
0
ii oarbinyl 21*3
and
C2HS‘CK0H* C6HS Phenyl carbinol 35.2
C^.CHOH.CII^CH^C^^ Ethyl^-Phenethyl carbinol 31.0
/ $
Ibis is in accordance with observation of OtiYE that substitution
at a considerable distance from the asymmetric atom has but little 
effect'on the rotator power* -These facta lend support to' the 
view (page 28) that the effect on the rotators power of a group 
in an optically compound is determined by its effect on the- 
intervalent angles of the asymmetric atom ; one would expect that 
the further a group is removed from an atom the less would be 
its effect on the inter-valent angle a of that atom*
An additional criterion of the older tgenerallsation* that the
introduction of unsaturation into a compound exalts its rotatory 
power* was sought* ' It was decided to investigate the effect of the 
introduction of an aromatic nucleus into a compound already containing 
one benzene ring* For this purpose phenyl (i ^ phenethyl oarbinol w 
was prepared and resolved 'into its optical isomerides*
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If, msaturation always exalts the rotator power then ■ 
tbis alcohol i' containing two systems oft unsatnratlon should hme 
a higher rotatory power than any other aromatic alcohol so far prepared 
If | licwer or. we accept a modified form of. the GUI! and CBBM BROW II 
hypothesis as a guiding principle a totally'different result will'' 
be expected , since the effects of the'two aromatic nuclei' will 
then be-regarded as being opposed* .It is informative in this 
connection to compare the ■' rotatory 'powers'of aromatic alcohols with 
aliphatic alcohols of'otherwise similar constitution and \I
approximately equal•molecular weights*
Ethyl n-hexyl carbinol CpH^*C B O H * 10*6°
Ethyl phenyl carbinol • C^.CHOH.a^ _ ' ' 50*9-
: and
Ethyl &~aotyl carbinol'' 0 * C H O U * C .■ xo*T°
Ethyl^^henethyl carbinol * CBOH* O^ H^ * 
It will be observed- that the *phenyl1 group has a greater 
effect on the rotatory power than the ■ ,{3~phenotl\tl1 group , which again 
has a'greater effect than the ln-octyll 'gropp, and so ofu ■ From' 
such considerations a table may be constructed of groups in descending 
order of their effect on the asymmetry of the molecule $** ■
phehkl ,bn m t  f ^
Ihis is similar in some respects to the Table of Electro- and Chemical 
potentials,' in which any .substance on the list Is positively charged
M  200
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2with■ respect to any substance further on in the list but is negatively 
eharged with respect to any preceding it on the list % in addition , 
the further, apart are substances on the list the greater will be their 
difference' of potential* . Similarly with groups on this list of 
%$ymetrie effects* if the (2>-phenethy 1 series of secondary alcohols
{ O^Hg* CH^ ,Clip, CECILK I be considered and it is assumed for the sake of 
the. argument that the alkyl members of dertm^configuration are
rotatory* : Then the members of the series - methyl,ethyl, *
and so. on ,will show a gradually decreasing, rotatory power until 
•phenetbyl ^^phenethyl carbinol is reached *which will have the 
minimum rotation yi*e* aero*’- flow, if the bamyl and phenyl members 
are considered*it is evident that the alcohols' of dextro-conflagration 
will hare X^ av o -rotatlom  for now the ■ ■ -phanethyl group has leas : 
effect on the asymmetry of the molecule than the other group attached 
to- the asymmetric atom and as the series is'ascended still further the . 
alcohols of dextro-configuration will become acre -and more highly.-laevo- 
rotatory as the difference between the effects - of the groups attached to 
the asymmetric atom increases*.- Thus it will be seen that , - logically* 
laevo-rotatory phenyl -phenethyl carbinol should be- compared with ■ 
the dartre-rotatorw alley 1 ^ -phenethyl carbinols, and will therefore ■ 
possess a smaller (dextro) rotation than any of them* The conclusion ■
that dextyo~ro tatorv phenyl ^ -phemthyl carbinol is of. opposite 
configuration to the dextro-rotatory alkyl -phenethyl carbineis is 
supported by’the-fact-that the esters- of -the former are dextro-rotatory 
whilst the esters derived from the latter are laevo-rotatory (ride 
page 53)* But. *eten if objection is taken to the comparison of
sttU
alcohols of different sign; of rotation it is found that further 
introduction .of an aromatic nucleus into an alcohol already' *
••containing one bemsene ring does not increase the"rotatory power* --■ . ;
Phenyl ^-phenethfl carbinol may be regarded as Phenyl ethyl'
; carbinol in which one of the'hydrogen atoms of the ethyl group is 
substituted,for a phenyl group*- According to the older generalisation 
then, the former carbinol should haTO' an exalted rotatory ■ power /'
Ibis is not the-case
Piaeayl'ethyl earbisol.'. M = 74.73°
P h ^ l  . * * » , -  61.59
fbe opinion is justified * therefore, that in optical ■ rotatory power 
it. Is the ■difference of effects that la measured.
' f he rotatory powers of the esters derired from aromatic 
alcohols ?ary from [lj **1G1*7° to *297*8° , eose being smaller than 
2° in magnitude * so that it is evidently not possible to sum up the
i ■ ■
effect of unsaturation on rotatory power, as mere exaltation ♦ -
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THE HYPOTHESIS Of GUIS A1IB CBWi BBCfB 1 
BOTAXOBY PCWIB I” HOMGtOGOUS SEBIES.
I a
Ihe hypothesis suggested■ independently by CUIE aM I#
CHUM BHOWi ts/as to theeffect.that the rotatory power of a molecule 
Is dependent on the differences of the masses of the groups attached 
-to the asymmetric atom. is such the theory has. been entirely disc­
arded | since isomeric groups of equal weight hare different effects 
on the rotatory power , substitution of the same group at different 
distances from the asymmetric atom has different effects and so 
forth:. . nevertheless the principle that * other things being equal
the greater the difference between the groups attached to the ■ 
asymmetric atom the larger will be .the rotatory power of the molecule 
is a vital one for the proper understanding of many effects in 
optical activity*' tn measuring rotatory power it is probable that ■ 
it is the distortion of the valency directions from'the normal 
tetrahedral angles that is being observed * and other'influences 
besides mass ■ will affect this distortion 3e*g* branching of a 
chain of atoms * .the presence of unsaturated systems in the 
groups etc*. . .
In many homologous-series of optically active compounds 
the rotatory powers of the first few members differ considerably 
from one another # but as the series Is ascended the difference.
-29
between the rotatory .powers of successive members becomes lass and lea 
until eventually a practically constant value is reached, This 
is in accordance with ©nr views m  the subject , it would not be exp-* 
ected that substitution at a considerable distance from the asymmetric 
atom would influence materially its inter-valent angles,
In the-large majority of cases the rotatory power of the'.
SI
members of an homologous series tends towards a maximum value f in 
the case' of aromatic eomponds *however* the. effect of the benzene. 
ring is greater, than that of the m m  pi the largest ally! group .
so' that the rotatory powers of the members of a such series tend 
toward a minimum value*
5nO
(i) fhus
Methyl Phenyl carbinol
L vwu
50.9°
Ethyl Phenyl carbinol 35,2
(ii) Also
Methyl •^-phenethyl carbinol 21.4°
• Ethyl 
IhPropyl
^-pheneihyl carbinol 
(i-pbeneihyl carbinol
31* 1
f)f5 *$
In this example the decrease is not observed in. the case of tb. 
methyl and ethyl members owing to- the special spatial arrange­
ment of .the chain -of. fife carbon atoms in the-methyl 
-phenethyl carbinol {vide page 31,},
|j|[ 20®
(ill) A further example i<* §89$
Methyl phenyl carbinol ■ 60#9°
Methyl bensyl carbinol . 36,1
Methyl &-phenethyl carbinol 21*4 ■
{it) AM finally s**tal i  ■' ' ■
W W m  Phenyl earbinol 35 <2°
>~ph©netbyl e&rbinol 31*1
in oases Ci) and Cii) .*. as the mgnitu&e.-of "the altyl group
increases its effect approaches more nearly to that of the aromatic ; 
group i so that the *asymmetr^1 of the »Xeeulet.eM therefore its 
rotatory pow©r*beaomes less* Xn cases liii) aid -(if) the rotatory 
power falls as the series is ascended because . the phony! group .is 
being more, distantly remered froa the asymmetric -atom and therefore 
its influence on the inter^mlent angles of that atom is being-, 
weakened *
/
m m  spATnt, m m m m M i m  m  a chain of -atoms * 
. w m t n  of t m  a b m tic  m a m s  * ,
' The consideration of BAKfEHfS *Strain Theory1 and of ;-
obsetmtions on the. ease- of formation of rings from compounds 
containing different numbera of atoms in an unbraiicbed chain leads
to the conclusion. that a chain of atoms does not lie- in one straight 
line in space but In the form of a spiral of some sort. It would
to complete a turn of the spiral*there would be some manifestation of 
irregularity' in physical properties owing to- the proximity in apace 
■of t m  terminal atoms and' their possible mutually distorting effect.
containing fire, carbon atoms in an unbraneked. chain displays abnormal 
optical rotatory power. The members- with-tea and fifteen atoms in 
a chain display similaribut less narked irregularities. In a ■ 
number of cases tbe oxygen atom Ms been found to bate approximately 
the same effect as a carbon atom, as would be expected from their ■ 
nearly equal atomic diameters { 1 * 1*10). ' It would thus seem that
eacirtnm1 of the. spiral in these chains contains five carbon atoms.
The question arises as to the influence of the bensene.ring 
on the affective length of a chain of atoms
be expected that in a compound containing a chain with just enough atoms
In many homologous series it is found that the member
The effect might well be that of three cr few carbon atoms* 
totually -* the results-obtained to the present investigation point 
to the fact that the of feet of the -afomatic nucleus- is- equivalent to 
only pty. carbon atom*.- fJa© significance of-this observation is 
-of some interest I it must be that only the tertiary atom in thm 
ring Cjoined to the chain5 is to the line of direction of the ■ 
chain of carbon atoms and alone influences its effective length 
in the spiral* fto* *■-*
The remainder of the nucleus appears to be so arranged to space as to 
hare but little effect on the configuration of the chain of atoms*
section it would be expected that an homologous series -containing' . 
a benaene ring would tend towards - a, minimum to rotatory power «■- This 
tendency is observed to' a number of caeca * E*g*
B
C*C&>»cat \ ^  i
C
/ In accordance with the views expressed to the previous
Methyl Phenyl carbinol. 
Ethyl Phenyl carbinol
(ii)
Methyl Phenyl oarbtool ..50*9°
Methyl Bemsyl carbinol / 36*1
Methyl ^ Phemethyl carbinol £1*3 ■
¥*** «* 00
& 33
r,#i 20 
N s
jWphenetJgrl e&tWLfidl ■ ' 21. #  .
Mhyl (VFdemthyt carbinol' . 31*1 
XHProppl- t^Phsmtbyl e&rblfsal 22.3
She ml$ *zoeptlo& to"t&e amsml rale ia in'mm Mix)
in which methyl f^hemthyl oarblnoi has an Etootmll^: low rotation
and the aignifleant tm% Is # that this alcohol contains ffria* carbon
atoms in m  nnbrsmohei chain Joined to the aromtio ncoiems % so that
to bring tMs emiimle into line' with tbs eases of irregularity
obserted in aliphatic compounds it is evident 'that on^ . only of the
carbon .atoms &i the melons is in a'position to affect the length of
the chain * thus making the mmbtr of atoms in a Complete Hmrn* of
the .spiral fire as is usual j-.
I * 2 '3 . 4  5
CH|*cmH*cas*c%.c ■
.01
ill cn \/
& 
ii
Thla hypothesis,of tbs effeet of the bensane ring .as one atom in 
Its influence on th® spatial configuration of. a chain' of atoms , aco 
accounts for the irregular exaltation of the rotatory' power of methyl 
benzyl earbinyl undeooata in ethyl alcoholic solution,for this compound 
possesses a chain of fifteen carbon.and oxygen atoms , thus-;—
cel. (ch-L.0^o— ca.caa„„
*■’ •=■ J c ca3
;ic . /.eii
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ft
te has been observed in the case of some aliphatic alcohols 
the propionates aerlred frm these aromatic alcohols display abnormal 
rotations this irregularity is to be ascribed to the chain of five 
atoms (including the asymmetric atom) in the acyl group s-
1 3 4 5
C H ,.ea «c , o ; c b Ol i „ )
u -t.
*“  **•” • 01 ^  ■ “ 1 •**•
carbinol are igg^Hfoiatory from destro^rotatorv alcohol : the (laevo)
rotation of those esters decreases as the scries (of fatty acids) is
ascended » but the propionate Is invariably irregular , . , tiz. :■
ImI
CD
Methyl
«r
ft
-pfcenotfcyl carbinyl formats s m t
1 1 aetata : m s  ■* *6
it a
,?6P
•0
propionate n  **20*0
Cil)
lH?ropyi
n
oarMnyl formate l i m  **.98*#
w acetate inti *-87*4
11 ' pmpiomta i ;**102*5
ptootayl.oarbinyl foraate ;■;;; :«*lox,#
* acetate m i l  **80*4
11 prcpiofiate u
M
tocher met bod of comparative examination remains and 
that is of tbe rotator powers of the esters derived from each
fatty acid in turn* fbus ;*»
&
c$>P0A
&
r~<
cl b-~*iOf
. /
35
(&}* Formates, 20
0
Methyl ft^ iaenethyl oarbinyl format#!ill -81*8°'
•98*3
H-Fropyl
Cb). Acetates,
•phenetbyl earbinyl Restate! ui • * ’ *6 
■phenethyl carbinol acetate!!!! ~8*?*4 
•p&enethyl' carbinol' acetate!; ;1 --80* 4
(o>« ■ Propionates* 
Methyl
H-Propyl
•phewthyl carbinyl propionate «*0QtO’ 
» :* ' ' * ' " ^102*0
: * " f? >  ’ -86,9
o
it will be-noted that the rotatory powers of the three series of ■ 
eaters follow in the same order as those of t M  parent alcohols (page 33 
It is signlficant "that the only exception to the role' is the formate - "■ 
of:ethyl ^pbenetbyl carbinol-, and this ester contains a chain 
of five- atoms * ' ■ Vi&.
HC.Oi0H*OBo*OIL ■A & e
C„IJ,8 5
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'fin m m m m m m m .  m  o m  m m m ®  % ? : m r n m m  m m  
■ ;of m m m m s  m m m m m  m m  m m 'm m  m u  *
■ of Optical Supesfposition $ first enunciated
,■ ^
by Vv«n iii 1374 * states that the rotatory • j^wcr of a compound .'•
oostainiisg mere 'tfcaa.cac regarded as being
biallt lip of soTOTal‘isaftsi V|- one/.part being ■eont^ xoiited' by each , ■ 
a sy metric atosi ■ * - ■ and the temtrltafclen of -each part , is independent, 
of whether the other' asymmetric atoms are' of .dextro^cr of Xaero** 
configuration*;-' .ftma if the compound Is considered fof which 
both "the 'Oetistitiietrfes'JSk ami g contain am ©^metric' atom i the ' 
rotatory' powers of :the isomers JN^ JHI may be' -represented
as follows
, , ql^  the 'eotstributioti of
' I'ta the'rotatory power
,% ' o^« the contribution of;
' g to i M ; rotatory power
fte principle is #©?Mentlyr based -on the theory, of free rotation of ' 
atoms about' a single "bond. ■ . For if .the spatial eenf deration of '
cv • )C
the molecule is 'represented' as \
1^ x c
the configuration of atom |g will ham no effect m  the contribution 
to the rotatory power of atom & If the'atoms are free to rotate
about the bond joining them* , But,if they are not thus free to
37
rotate*then the proximity in space of. certain of the groups in one i ■ 
isomer and of other groups la the oilaer iUc^or may result in a ■ 
oeuaMerabla alteration in the eoti&rlbutiom of the atoms in tbs two ; 
eases*
fh© experimental in?astigatioii of the principle is of some ■ ■:■
&s~
interest* M!ff!B301f studied tbs meuthyl esters of derivatives of ■ 
4* it* ant of Misrt^rt&rie acids* . fh© rotator power of the 
BSgfirtartrate allowed a divergence of 175? from the average.of the other 
two- fhe. large difference in. rotatory power.of these compounds 
under different experimental conditions led fS&HlJOllff to investigate;, 
some similar esters with less easily influenced rotatory powers ; .a ' ■ 
divergence in tbaas oa$ea of ■ from 1 to B$ was observed; It would 
thus seam that tbc theory is approximately true in these eases* 
further- it' would appear- that in a simpler compound containing but ■ 
two asymmetric atoms the theory might be more closely adhered to’ * 
for in a menthyl tartrate the proximity of feete M  hydroxyl gropps ■ 
in the tartrate portion of the %asleeul© might well interfere with 
the freedom of rotation of the tw© 'asymmetric atoms about the bend . 
joining them *-&nd if this were so the external' ^ shape1 of the 
tartrate- being different from that of either of the act it© tartrate 
groupings it would be expected to influence the contribution to the '■.;■ 
rotatory power of the menthyl part of the ester*, , .
fhe application of the BEOBS equation to compounds 
containing more than one asymetrla atom is based on the theory of 
Optical Superposition , for the expression is the sum of the various
terms which are. represented as feelsag mutually independent*
f M  application of tbs principle to the alh&loi&aX salts • ■ 
■of the hpdrogem pbthalie alters of optical!^active alcohols
bat fielded nnldohed^Cor results* T M  starting point of these toe : 
observations was vtbe profamtion of :the brucine salts of both Jr* 
and Jrfi^reiyl p^henefefeyl earfeifyX hydrogen phthaXates* ' ■ fhose 
till' fee ref erred to , briefly * as the i*S*4 * 4 tod t M  ^ rBi2ri^ alts* 
fhe rotatory powers of both these salts were determined I In ethyl 
alcoholic solution}* Both were Xaevo^ rot&fcory' I It weald be 
expected that the salt .would be more iissor^etator^ th&m ■
tbs salt# Actually the reverse is tbs ease
salt ,&3S 8 9 3 ”12.-9S
salt n « 2,1
It was thought pessifele'that this might fee a property peculiar to the 
alcohol Investigated so a further study of the eufejeot was emfearhed 
on# A large number.of ;aXfealoMaX salts is described fey fXOKABD 
and KSMQU^. ffee :00 *^0 rdinatloB of the retaiofy powers of these 
h m  been- .accomplished in the following manner, ■ A diagram ia 
constructed ifitli rotaterp power represented on the vertical aris, ■ 
on this are plotted the rotations of the fe^ trogen phthaXio esters of 
an homologous aeries of. optically active alcohols 3. the number of 
carbon atoms in the growing chain attached " to the asyiimetrio. atom 
is -represented on the horiremtal mlB* On tfee same diagram are 
plotted the rotatory powers of the corresponding alteloidal salts of 
the esters* . In this manner the relation between the .rotatory powers
-  0
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of the esters and their salts be most clearly shown* In the 
♦methyl series1 of aliphatic seoontery alcohols CCH^GIOH*!^ j where 
is tbs growing alkjl chainJit is observed (vide JElg«a
that as the S^toirrotatioii of the igdroisn pbtbalie eaters of the .- 
alcohols im^aaas: from member to member the iaevo^otatlcm of the 
■ brucine salts, of these esters Ireyo^sos * a M  vice versa. fh m
the hydrogen pbth&Iia eaters of alee hols of the :|etbyl' aeries*
(02%*C CIU%) and the corresponding strfotoin# salts of these are 
plotted in the same way {rile fig*vv/ ^ page^/lhe same result is 
obtained in an ©ten more striking manner■ for in some eases of this 
series-the salt of the jagro^esterfand in others the salt of the 
Mltro^ester was obtained}©© that''two ourrei are shown for the. esters 
and tm  for their salts* It is- found that the more ieictro^ eater
curve correspond© to the more Ji^vc^salt curve and vice, versa* . 
tn every ’ ©samplethen? the rotation, of the. ester appears to be
y
inverted when it is in the salt*
fhB ©ignlficanoe of this retmrtsahle fact is not clear* ' 
fm alternative e^plamtlons are therefore put forward i«*
<l|*i new application of the GUIS and 0BO1 813!ii .hypothesis*'
Xf a iAoieoiyixe In whies 8 an asy n*tr«4<o acomj. as
considered 5** ■ \
A-IMS'i
according to observations on the GUIE and GWIl WOWM principle , the ■ 
greater the difference between & and £ (in mass * degree of mb* 
saturation , etc* )the la: rger will be- the rotatory power of the
siaaleeuXa# tlight it not be that the I^pathcais of the dependence 
of rotatory power on the .dif.fo.yeRo© between the properties of the 
groups- -attached to the asymmetric atom, earn be extended to include 
the differences in the rotatory powers of the- groups attached'tooth© • ■ 
asyaaaetrie atom when they are themseiras optically mctire* . It- is, ; ^ 
etiient that there is a greater differemce and Jri than there is 
between. 3r*B and t and therefore the compound containing the first ■.' 
two .groups should he the moafe 1 ljiy *asymmetricf. . If this 
suggestion is accepted it will be necessary to amend the principle ■ 
of superposition with regard to the sir ft of-the contribtitire'rotations.;
(2)* the configuration of alcohols and alkaloids* ; ]
If the classical theory of (approximate) superposition of 
optical effects is adhered, to and it is assumed that .dextro-rotatory I 
secondary alcohols (and their hydrogen philmXie eaters) are of the 
same configuration as jaeTo-rotat or? brucine {and strychnine )$it - is 
evident that a de^t.ro^rotatory' ester should assist the laevo-rotatery | 
alhaioid in a. salt since both are of the same configuration*
41
liPIBXMEEMt*
m m  ® m m ia L  f a z h m x  r-pent&noi)*
obtained bj the alow passage of
a slkture of propionic acid and propionic acid ever tiioria*
contained to a silica tube imintatoei at a temperature of.410°#and. ■ 
fractionation of the mixture of ketones thus formed* - I'M phenol 
pentanoBe - was' a eolurlees liquid of pleasant odour and distilled at ■ 
140° tinder a pressure of 14 ftMb* ' It was- reduced readily and in 
good field if the ass of fiel# ■• divided sodium suspended to- moist -ether. 
T M  d^ghm^l a^pont^ iol Coti^ rl' ^piienetl^l oarbtool) tbns' 
obtained was a eelourXcr s5 lig" Hi viscous liquid with a verp : faint ■ ■ 
Odour, .and distilled at about tbs same temptratnre as tbs- oorrss^oMini 
ketone,
43HStbjl -^*pbonethyi carbinol b^drogsn -pbtbalats*
f M  hydrogen phtlmlie ester was prepared b^  beating tbs 
alcohol with a molecular quantity of pbtbalio anhydride .at 110° for 
fifteen hours and purifying tlm resultant product in tbs usual manner* 
From acetic acid tbs eater separates in small white prisms melting at., 
74° * On titration with caustic soda :*»
*5996 gma* required 29*3 cos* of *872 11/20 HaOH*
C19BP0°4 quires 29*35 cos.* .» ; « .
BESOKJIIQH OF EES fli-CABStSXI. SXSBOGEB HSHAMXS, i
Strychnin® salt of aeM phthalie ester, ■ . i
■ :  ' ■  i
flie j&Jr-ethyl ^ phenethyl earbinpl hydrogen phthaXrt-ems '.■'•.■ ■]
■dissolved .in warm methyl alcohol *. a molecular amount of powdered -.■ ••■ j
I
stryoMina -added and the while warmed until edlutistk mm complete f !
filtered and the self eat removed on a mter^ath* fo- the- paste ■ ■ !" \. _ . I
t h u s  f o r m e d *  e n d  f r o m  w h i c h  no c r y s t a l s  s e p a r a t e d  * '  w a s  a d d e d  w a r m  j 
a c e t o n e  * .  them l i f t  f o r  s o m e  d a y s  t h e  e o l a t i o n  d e p o s i t e d  e r f  s t a l e  \ 
o f  t h e  s t r y c h n i n e  s a l t #  t h e  m m  p r o c e d u r e  m m  r e s o r t e d - t o  m  - ; j
' e v e r y  r e ^ r f s t a l l i e a t i o a # -  '
Ilpf stryebmine salts are so unstable that# then warmed in 
acetone solution they deposit free alkaloid* in some solvents le*g«a
©ethyl alcohol) the strychnine is soluble enough to remain in 1
. ■ ■
solutions when liberated and'thus, the 'equilibrium is.mt. disturbed -
to cause further decomposition* it is of interest, in this eanmaetiod
u
to- examine the affinity constants given bp ItLM for various alkaloids
SK5CHB1!® 1.4 X 1G**7 !
cmcaosxia® s,*? «   -Vi
•!I
( A a a o f t l a  270* .  9 )• . . .  , j
BlUCSfE . ■5’SOO. " . j
!
fbls order is followed in the ease of decomposition of the alkaloidal
’
salts of the optically' active aurbimyl hydrogtrn phthaXates * strgreimlne; 
salts deposit free alkaloid from -acetone solution when warmed. *...oino*'
i
homMime salts only whmn  boiled whilst brucine salts are even m m  
stable.
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Mteir fit© m m  crystallisations from acetone* in the naimer 
described abot© , -& saailqii&ntity of the’ pur© A~B,j|*-A salt was 
obtained* fhat resolution was complete is shown by the following' ■ 
facts t on farther crystallisation of the salt > its melting point'
{ 158° ) and rotatory power **38,1° in chloroform solution' )
were unaltered as was the rotatory power of the hydro gen ghthali© ; 
ester deriired from it* ’
Cinchamidine sajlt of the e&rblmyl hydrogen pbthalate*
■ = The partially active feem^tbyl ^htmthyl hydrogen, 
pbtbalate was.recovered from the mother liquors of the crystallisation 
of the strychnin© salt 5 as a tiseons paste of rotatory power’ &{l 5^ .53 ■ 
**15® in ethyl also hollo solution* ■ Shis- ester, was crystallised Horn 
a mixture of feen&en© and petroleum ether and yielded a white solid of ': 
rotatory power **10*% and the ester reoorerei from the mother liquor 
was **35° in.rotatory power * fMs method of separation of more 
act!?©.from less active carbimyl hydrogen pMimlates has found acme 
considerable application \n the resolution of other alcohols
£h© clnchoniainc salt of the ester was prepared by adding 
powdered einchoni&in© to a solution of the partly fester in warm 
acetone* After- allowing to stand tor several days the salt bad 
separated out in the fora of ill**4efin©d #' small crystals, After 
fire further crystallisations the pure ^alt was obtained,
further crystallisation of this salt did not alter its melting .point . • 
{ 154°}, nor rotation ( -*54,2 in ethyl- alcoholic solution) .
nor'tli© rotatory power of the acid phthalio ester derived from it*
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|t~* and A-Hydrogen phth-alio esters, ' ■
'Ihe optically active esters were recovered from their eorr- 
responding salts in the form of colourless*very viscous gums*wMeh ooul 
not bo caused to solidify-even on extended and extreme cooling and 
when♦seeded1with a minute speck of the inactive ester Cl*P* ■74°)»'
Ibis ebssrvatlcm $ coupled with the fact that the ©ore inactive ester' 
separates out first fro© a solution of the partially active* leads to 
the conclusion that the s|A~ester is probably a racemic compound* 111 
■rotatory power of the eaters 1 * 42*9° in ethyl alcoholic-
solution,
4** and JHSthyl ^pjhenettyl carbinol*
fhe optically active alcohols if ere volatile in steam* d ■ 
distilled at 143° at 19 ms* pressure and crystallised in the form-of 
soft white needles * melting at 38° * then the two active forms 
were mixed a liquid resulted, ~ It is thought that a.slight difference
in the odours of the optical leomarides can. be detected* ■ the-density
’ ' 20°  
of the alcohols was d^ o #9637 ■ .fM rotatory powers of the
optical isomeridea were equal and opposite and the resolution has
been repeated sith the same numerical results* , T m  physical proper**.
ties af the alcohols are- tabulated on later pages-,
c a s s x i k j i . ,  c  i M m m , *  h
A mixture- of u-butyrio acid and ^^phenyl propionic'.'..- 
acid was passed ©verthcria maintained at 428° in the .manner described
in tbe preparation of phenyl pentanone (page 41}* ■ Xn this ease a '
mixture of -phony! &-hexanone ,& colourless liquid distilling at ■ 
150° under a pressure of 20 ms*#dl««i|# propel ketone and dl-bensyl 
acetone ;. was isolated from the reaction product *
. flae phenyl M z m o m  wm readily reduced,by the use of . 
sodium in moist. ether, to <k~*phenyl ^-kexanol Cn^ropyi (^ >«-pb©n©tbyl 
carbinol) which is i thick*colourless liquid with a faint', pleasant • • ■ 
odour and distils at about the sm® temperature as the corresponding 
ketone*-
ti^Sarbinyl hydrogen plailml&te*
Bg beating the alcohol with a molecular amount of phthalie 
anhydride'&t ISO0 for some fifteen hours the bydrogen-pbtbalia ester 
was prepared* . Xhisw&s a white solid crystallising from. mai^ common 
organic media in triangular prisms which melt at. 10#*
On titration with caustic soda i~*
# 6343. gms* required 21*8 cos *• of *88S Mf3.0
Og&lpS/i requires' . 21*83 n 1 '* ' 9
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of fiiE tmmma msm&uoz m  a mobxfied method
' Fractional crystallisation of the -rery soluble bracing salt J
: ■' 1
§£ MdffigeQ ‘nhthallo e.&frey tm  times from acetone, yielded ■ the ,; jj 
pure salt.. This salt*oil further crystallisation* showed'- ■ ■ :!|
unaltered melting point {-95°) and rotatory power i M  10° ■ In 'I
athyl: alcoholic delation), and the rotatory power of the hydrolpn . . 1
h^tlialie.ester obtained.-from it.remained rtnotenged*. .
. . ' , ■_! 
The partially active (^ e^rowrotatory)' ester was recovered ■ j
from the mother liquors of the crystallisation of. the brucine salt ' ■ Vi
and sraaa white solid * melting at IB® (the inactive ester melted at
108°}* profiting by the observation (described on page 45). of the j
farther partial resolution of a slightly active hydrogen phthallo ester
' j
on crystallisation t this ester was crystallised from each- of the fo .. j 
following solvents t ether * ethyl alcohol » patrol * bensene and 
petroleum ether #. acetic acid and acetone. In every ease tri- . 
angular prisms of the more Inactive ester separated out# so. that; ■ \ V 
complete resolution was impossible by this method*. The metallic a ;! 
salts of the acid ester did not crystalline readily and--the strychnine.; 
clnahonidlne*.cinchonine and quinidine salts could not be obtained in-.;j 
the crystalline condition*- '■ But.lt was found that the brucine salt V 
of the highly deitrq^ester crystallise!' with difficulty from acetone*■. 
fite -crystallisations from acetone of this very soluble salt- yielded, .. 
the pure i-Bi4-s&Xt*. of unchanged melting point I  73°) and rotatory . ;
power ( [u] 5393 **12*5° )on further crystallisatioft
mcomplete method'of resolution be represented thus ;- 
J^aarbii^l hydrogen phtlmlata ' ■
J/ .’
brnoim salt
salt)
j^ster 
M r j  - 25 . S *3
. filtrate
V
partially Jl-ester
i ■.
crystallised acetic acid
' crystals 
tiilr^ ster)
filtrate
i
brucine salt
filtrate
I
slight iy st s r
‘ crystals . 
(l^ Bj §»«& salt}
t o O D  + 25 , 5 °
The'resolution of tho ester into its optical isomerides aas thus 
accomplished by the us® of one alkaloid only. 1ha method may
be applicable to the resolution of other campodnds.
tTlie o p t i c a l  r o t a t o r p o w e r s  o f  t h e  t w o s a l t s  a r e  o f  s o m e  '
t h e o r e t i c a l  i n t e r e s t / ( r i d e  p a g e 381  all,cl a r e  as fellows
1 A  
If* P,# / 5893  ■
A A
5461 4368
a *t ft
5 ^ 1
s a l t  , 75°  - 12 . 5° *? s   ^o - 28, 6° 2*8 ■ , i n
i^-4*
lrB»3rA salt ' 95 - 2.1 ~»3 » 5 - 20.6
er ,nj j.
alcoholic 
■ Se7 solution*.
/e>
fir and i-OarMnyl liydrogeit pMhalates*
■ fhe optically active l^&rogcn phthallo esters , recovered 
from their brucine '-salts* were white -solids melting at (75° ( the' " 
inactive ester melts at 108°)*
' [°0a ~
Coacsn’n. \ a a o^iSS
5893 5461 4358 5461
Ethyl Also tel 4.6i -25.5° •30.1® -57,1° 1.898
Chloroform 4.8 -1S.S -31,6 -39,6 1,838
' "  ^  j
Carfioa Bisulphide 4.6 -33,8 -48,0 -93.1 • 1,939 ■ i
4- anl l-jj-Propyl ^-phenetbyl carbinol*.
Ihe 4* aad 4-sleabdl3 , obtained froa their hydrogen phthall< 
esters , were volatile in steam s distilled at 146° at 16 itsas, pressuri 
and crystallised in the form off prismatic needles in stellate clusters.1 
fh® crystals melted at 34® and*when mixed' with the optical isomeride , 
liquified, 1’ijs preparations and resolution Susa been repeated with 
identical results, She density off the alcohol® was d?n'ln,tbe- 
.liquid stats, {Other physical properties tabulated later).
m m x z x v m m  ot i-s-pRopa - p m m w t  c m m a t  m  19,9°
k - -6708 5896 5790 5783 3431 5218
nA ; 1,5041 1,5085 1,5003 1.5093 1,5110 1,8139
^ , C ^  d' •“‘Di—pliCnyl, o^ p^ropariol#)
Bramaratian*.
i2r^M-i>b0^i (b*pro$&K>l fms hmn iasoribed by PEBEIlf and., 
oy aitu.. Uligl L.i » • 4 aablidd -oii • of tb© lattar . '
xnvastlgators bas b©0».employed ia the p^saBt case*- Bsiisvlidaiie
2, *2^
acetopfcenona was prepared by the condensation of bensaldehyde and ; 
acetopbenone * and then (one part) dissolved in. ethyl alcohol (50 parts 
&ltd 4* aodlua amalgam ( 4 equivalents off sodium) adds! and. the whole I 
' stirred vigorously for some six hours. Dilute mineral acid was | 
allowed to drop in during this operation to maintain the liquid only 
just, alkaline, The liquid was colourless when acidified and yellow 
when alkaline ,g aslbly due to the replacement off the mobile I
hydrogen atom in benayl acetopbenone* A poor.yield , not exceeding | 
, off tne required alcohol was obtained . together with a large ■ i 
quantity off the"ginasone, /. 8ASKEES and IlfeiEB mate no mention off : I 
the yield they obtained, . The alcehol distilled at 200° at 20 snms, ■. -. d 
pressure as a pale yellow,very viseeus ell, and is so described by 
the three investigators mentioned* Actually the alcohol contains 
a coloured inpurity not removed by distillation alone l&Bd Wh®H ■ 
pure is a white solid off melting point 45,5° (vide page 51 ),
ajL-Cfarbinyl hydrogen phthalate.
The alcohol was heated with phthalic anhydride at .120° 
for twelve boars and the product worked up in the usual manner.
mtbs ester obtained ©aystalUsod from acetic acid In small rectangular 
■prls s laeltlng af'lXO0 *
., Oa titration with caustic soda .$«*■
. *4417 £paa* retired 13,6 cos,; of l/lO IkOE * .
- 02 i^g0Q4 -. requires- I3*BS * » ' .* .' ■« . ,
BBSoumm of m m m m  p m i M j m *  :
Five er^stalliaationa from acetone of the brucine Teait qX 
fin I m M m m  yiftldftA the pure l-©* l-A salt* .:' this ^
salt was tes insoluble in aeetom, or^stalMstd in bard glassy prisma 
'wbieb moltod.at 12155* and bad a. rotatory power of Ki 53,33 **6,8° In 
ethyl alcoholic solution gif ins ft tyte?<>:i ritlmlio eater of rotation ■; 
&] 5393 *®9*0 in ethyl alcohol^ ■fliese three physical constants were ■
unaltered'on further crystallisation of the salt,
. _ T m  partially active (3S2dto-<otatdry) eater was recovered 
from the .mother H q m m  -of the brucine salt *.an& on crystallisation : ' 
a- separation if ^obtained- * the- more Inactive ester crystallising out 
from the solution* ■ fho more highly active ester remaining in this 
mother liquor was converted Into the .stecimino ,salf In methyl 
alcoholic solution* fhe salt being exceptionality soluble in this 
solvent #the methyl alcohol was evaporated off and warm acetone added, 
Crystals of the salt soon separated and four crystallisations of these 
{from methyl alcohol owing to the decreasing solubility) yielded the 
pure salt of melting point ■ 189°. fbe pure salt was very
insoluble In most solvents and crystallised in hal’d ocicular 
in brilliant.0lusters »
SI
. !2hc eptie&XXy active asters were obtained from tb-eir
corrasfandiris salts in the form.of very t i mm m gums which conld ■
not be caused- to solidify' Ctbo’-inactive ester melted at 110^ )* !£ha 
solutions of the ester in ethy^ . alcoholic solution exhibit
V
ammleus .rotatory dispersion*,
BOTAEOIS POUBS of 2r>mnmh ft mpimimm m ~m  
■ V [%
ogss hj*»Tf &? WlfS* «•
aotAOTf
 ^ K )V
■ com*8* ■ 6100 ^ ■ ■ 5S03 S78Q 'S461.
l\
: 435S mass
Ithyl- %XooboX - S.l^ -7,6° -9,0° -.3,8° -10,4° .94
Methyl aleobol ■ '4.8 — 9.9 -12.1 -13,1 «*13*8 *•17* 7 1,29
Chloroform 4*3 -20,0 .-33,7 -23,3 **210#6 -40*3 .1,61
Carbon blsuipbiie 4*0 ; ' **7£*0. -*92*5 **96,5 *112*3 ; **m9*Q ' 1*89-
&-* and i*Ph©nyX ^**phenethyl earMmol*
*3Pbe aloe hols were not volatile in steam but distilled &t:' 
180’' under a pressure- of -15 teas*-' end rapidly solidified giving 
white; solids of no apparent crystalline fora* fbe solids-melted 
at 5# giving '-colourless XicpMs* When tbs optical isomeridoa ■ '■.- 
were mixed the melting point of the- -mixture was 6°> u~j< 
solidifi^^this mixture molted at 45 *-5° 'ffibc alcohols mod tad had ■
po
a density of d^ 1*0661 .in the iiaxiid state (obtained by extras
tk '
polation).
5°(S'*?
E3TEE3 OF THE CFTiCi&OE A C m i AIOOSKLS.
Tbs esters of the alcohols- were prepared as follows :■
# A W'fS
:■ fB© formates were, obtained by heating the alcohol «sriih 
a 1G0$ teams of anhydrous fa-usdc aaid on tlx© water batlpfor ■ 
thirty mlnutei *
MmzMim ass? vwmcmms^'
fteso eaters were fr©par©4 by heating a sdbcfcur® tit the 
alcohol and a molecular cmonnt of ace-ti® or propionic aifbydrids 
mi the water bath for ere how*
fbe eaters . h&v® mmh a faint * pleasant odour } that of 
method (J^ pheaethyl oarblny! fosmie la scmwhat more penetrating 
than the others and resembles that of Jteonene*'
the alcohol® reoorered ifom -v be hrdrol^als of-tbe esters
tmm of unchanged rotatory rower in eaeb ease* It should be ■
noted that the alcohol used for the preparation of t M  three esters- 
of setliyl (i^hesetbyl carbine! -was lent by the Kindness of S3r> - ■
Kenyon*
On the suoaeeding ,page_ are summarised some of the principal
physical properties of the esters $ tne full detail® are tabulated on
later pages# - .
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m T M B*P* "*0%
fOrsate
aetteti^ l cart 
lS0°/l5mm3.
&I1$X .4- ' .' 
iiwa 1*4978 :. -13,94?
Acetate ; \ 135 /IS ■# i/Wv « 1,5012 +1*83
p arsplonate 141 /16 * 9790 1,4947 —2*90
(b**|
l^rrmta
jbenefhyl eax 
135 /IS
'bisyl j- 
.9980 1.4973 -23,91
Acetate 147/3.9 . .9839 1.4890 -18,66
frolic mtB 150 /l4 . .9731 1,4850 —30,96
firfl^ ropfi
formate
fe-filjensthyl earblayl 
147 /l8 ' .9673 1,4925 —23*60
Acetate 154 /20 ,9725 1.4SG4 -16,66
Prepisimte ' 163 } 18 ,9639 1.4043 -16,87
1 (■?* 
formate- >
.ptenatliyl earblnyi .!— 
195/15 1.0790 1,5591 *•39,40
Acetate 165 / 2 1,0670 1,3451 +54,77
D
*c
4.* 97
**3& t'
4358
1,001 
:■ *19 
2* 505
1*033
*  **38*60. 1*032
4*92*10 " 1*977 
KL33*1 • 1*785-
04
■ m r n m m  sismcEs of tss esisbs g? QFsmAtm active Aisomta
v b s s s s l  (V~psimcthx& c & m m t
\
Mrs
< T ”Vt >■ * *»**??» *««*• &« mmMst, *«*«*♦ moPtonmJ
6706 1*4934 . 1,4)69 1*4906 1*4928 1,4849 ' 1*4809
640S ■ ,X4 ,»JiW 1, 4944 ■ 1,4861 1*4881
6096 1.4963 1,4334 ; 3* 4962 *7* 7? <3 ©A '1*4838
5896 1.4973. 1,5012 1,4947 1,4973 - 1*4830 ' 1*4880
ifcJVV!s«if ■ 1,4973.. 1*4947 1*4974 . : 1,4890 1*4850
57S0 . 1.4966. 1,5021 ' 1,4953 1,4979 ird s ie , 1*4850
1*4986 .1,8021 . 1,4954 1.4980 ■ i# mm- ■ 1. 4856
0700 1,4992 1,5026 1, 4963 . 1.4388 1.4302 1*4861
5461 : 1,8011. 1,5044 1*4973 1,5003 ' 1,4920 ■1.4878
ssaa . 1*6032. 1.S063 1,433^ 1.5024 1*4940 1*4898
S3SS 1,5040. 1,6376 1*5066 ■I 1,4947 1*4905.
3106 1*6046 1*5081 1,5012 .1 ,5037 . "I 4,^ .?' ^«&» fk -0? % *  J* 1*4909
43S9 1,5163 1*5186 1,6113 1,5141 ■ 1*8051 1*8004
404^ 1.5217' 1,6253 1,6179 1.5204 1*5059
refraetifities ware determl.tied'% maims of a irefraebcmeter of the
Pulfrieh t$p© (water Jaelceted) and the light- Botirees used were :•*
. . (
(a) .Enclosed Mercury are*.
(b) ^Open1 oopper aro5
Cd) Oxj^hjdrogaa flam© coloured. lithium and
Sodium salts#
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BSEBAOTXfE XSDXCES OP THE ESTERS fCH EIGHT QF.VA8ZCUS WA V<&» 
' AT 3 0 ° ,leoatinusd).
d-n-PSOPXI, gmsxt (5.-paESE$m c m a m h
K
6708
acetate.
\ptt^pTnwjir'l?* ili.., abiU i* i»l*i „ *
' •1,4808 ;.
1 *«.
*4% Wa"-'- *&^2 v‘‘u
-■" 1,5526
ACES ATE.,1
jCj.^C
' 1*0090
6403't 1,4898 1,4033 ■ "1*4821
6006 ' - M91S ; 1,4349 '1,4339 '
5896":" 1,4925"' • 1*4863 , "1,4848 ' - 1,5534 'l:t54S l
5888 ' 1,4923 ' 1,4863 "3,4049 1 . ■ :"
5790 1,4938 1,4370 . ’ 1,4855 1,5590 ’ 1*5456
5782 1,4933 1,4870 1*4855
5700 1,4939 1,4677 "1,4860
5461 1,4957" 1,4894 11,4877 . 1*5624 '1*0497 .
saas 1,4977 1* 4915 • 1,4396 ■.;■ -
5133 1,4983 1,4921 "1,4503
5108 1,4984 1,4926 " 1,4907
4359 1,5089 1,5019 ■ 1,5000 ; 1,5818 1*0604
4046 1,8148 1,5079 •J jwJL$ %£•**"»*** 1,5913
teipsaaoREa in ajaooimous sjaus.
§rmmt  p -tE Q is c m  vmmm*.
jjtO*k> 4° X5893
r°QI
K
5461
k .
4353
A■ rJ Vi,i)QA.»Mtfaife>asy» .miFwaf l/> j* * *rf*«*5w.i
so® n/^r *» * u f •*•18,05® ■ +83,00° ' ■ +33,06° " 1,695
40 *3534 ■ 39,19 ' 23,34 '39,82 ' 1,696
60 .9380 : 19,55 23,62 ■ 40,08 '1,697
SO . * *?-j'£y-'*A »f 13*89. ■ 23,02 ■ 40,64 1,093
100 ,9080 13,83 • 24,24 ' 41,26 '1,703
»|nAX*sv ,8923 ■ IS, S3 ■ £4,06 ' 41*04 '1*704
140 ,8773 IS, 70 ■ 23,30 • m m  ' ■1,716
l&JssalasJM^asLJBaias* [H]!
'f® \ X X r+iSS
5893 ■ 5461 ■ ;4353 , ■ 84S1
80® ■ ,9637 +31,08° .+37,73°; -+63,94° 1* 655
40 ,8334 31,43 ' 38.8S - - ■ 64,82 :. 1.69S
60 *9200 , 31,83 ' • 38.72 - 63,74 ■1*697
80 ,9230 -33,12 - 39,24 - 66*68 ■1,699
100 ,9080 32,52 39,72 67,66 1.703
120 ,8928 33,14 3 .5 8 67,30 1,704
140 *8773 '30.63 38*20 65.56 1,716
ROTAIOSX POKEBS AT VlWSSSm TB3PERATUBES IK  THE BCBJOBHEOUS STATE
m* j*
X^Or** iiBEttKL.
+0
»Jo
X
f7Q8
NRfiA^Wv'U
&A# ,9565 —9.66° -12,54°
•40 ,9410 9,98.
60 • v'-iM'— &*• 10,26 13,72
00 ,9091 ' 10,22 13.86
100 .8930 10,18 13,66
120 .875 3 ’ 10.08 13,16
:S590 <3,90
X X
.9565
,9410
*
‘"’*0
1 *7
«*V I * io
5093
-22.34°
«*
5780
-23,44°
24,86
60 ,9252 no *no 24,44 25.58
80 ,9091 38*22 24,69 25,84
100 ,8930 18,14 :24,34 #  |  ^
120 ,8752 * 1  Vi - © « ? 23,43 24,80
140 .8590 17,62 22,38 £3,84
PHOTOGRAPHIC A W  VISUAL aSTEEMIHATIOI® OP
I
54<
*"2Q
A
,80°
«* /*%ft JLC#'
-47,08°
49,38
,94
,30
50.80
51.38
\
5780
A
5461, ’ 4-- ' ^5461
13.18° -15 ,06° -£6,46° 1*737
13.96 15.04 27,62 1,757
14,38 16,26 28.54 1*756
14,52 16.46 28,86 1.754
3.4* 44 1 6 ,® 28,78 ■, 1*760
1S,.54 1A, lO-**t>'*•** ilk- S3.56 1,773
13.39 15.37 27.43 1,780
29,10
28*
o7*36
I oo
i , 4  #»«— *
50*84
■ 4 8 . 3 0
1*756 
1.754 
1 0  
1*
F BOfAfOEI F0W1H A1 2<X
rqsasobx powers m  m s & m m  xbipimsuris hi sot hqitceheous . s s a ie .
4-PHSMtt (l-PBEHEHIXL CABBHEL 
Z Borers*
' "a
<£0 * D t 0u4° 16708
A
5893
• A  
5780
. . A  
5461
. . A
435C
^4358
5461
t^fiOsuM 1 , 0 6 6 1 + 1 2 , 2 0 ° + 1 6 , 1 2 ° +16*66° +18,95° +29,05° . 1*553
40 1,0487 12,87 27,00 17,58 20,26 31,11 1*536
60- 1*0322 13,50 17,73 18,35 21,28 32.95 ■ I *  649
8 0 1,0151 . 24.31 18*43 *1 f i AO,1m i .Uo 21,97 34,33 .1,563
100 *9980 24,83 19,34 10,74 22*26 35,13 -1,6.78
1 2 0 ,9810 15,05 19,04 19,34 OO *1- Oit 35,18 . 1*590
140 ,9640 24.87 18,63 19,34 81,68 . ..35,16 1 . . .  A 01-{■'if
MOKCULAB EC'PATOBX' Krr3 S*
t&0 D
.0
40
K
6708
00° 1.0661 429.8
40 1*0407 ■ 27, PS
60 , 1*0322 00SMU*68
BO ; 1,0151 30. 34
100- ',9980 31. 44
120 ',9820 31, 92
140 ,9640 %•% mJl •56
\
>0
■36*
*
Y l *W»0
1$461
aW * +61.58°
04 37.27 42,05 65,95
59 38*90 45.11 69,85
07 40* 43 46,58 72.78
00 41.85 47,10 74,48
37 41,65 46.89 74,58
50 40,98 45,96 74,54
ri 43S Q ,
1.533
1.536
1.549
1.563
1,578
1*590
1.621
ft*
BOTATOHX PGWISS II! HOMOCEIHOUS STATS. AT BISS'S.wtpiDtrtifp ftjPTitsvci
i3>iJ»A.« 4-4fr4i v
t t^t»w* tnr f. f* * typT.^Wf.. Pp p *V1*1P.
Batfltna?. Esisxs,
,0 \
L*f
/V
i*»OQ
/\
oaO 1.0083 —14,66° -19,94° w ■#. O *fc -24.10°
40 .9923 ' 15,02 20*40 >1*48 ’ 24,80
60 ,9761 13*27 p-rv *90aSvrW * f 4k# ■ *70 OP, *S> i|Uw 25,26
SO ,9601 15,48 on no 22,08 26.50
100 * 9 420 15,62 20*84 82, IB 25*60
120 *9279 15,66. 21.02 81,98 25,15
140 *9119 15,20 20*74 SI# 48 24*66
\
1‘swa
%<*' 
47,36
47,50
47,04
ocms
5461'
1,901
1,895
1.876
1,871
1,857
1,869
1*889
,0 1.0083
* C^iSS
*97ox
« 942C
h
OS
*25 ,0
61 .27,
27*.
27#
140 * 9119 27# 0
k
(KV
X X X a i m
5833 5780 5461 ■435S ' 5461
.35*50° -37,09° —42* 90° -81*56° 1.901
36,31 38,22 44,14 83,66 1*835
m . m 38,90 44,97 84, 30 1,876
37,24 39,30 46 * 40 ■ .84,91 1,871
37,90 39,43 45*67 84*66 1.857
37* 42
50,92
59# 13
38*23
u 78
43*9 0  0  Aft V ' £ 3 #  *S\J
,869
ROTATORS POWERS AT BXFSTSEHT tESFEBfiTOHES IS HOMOGEEEOUS ST AT
Pawern
LoQA
T i)^(3
6708
K
- 5893 '
h .
§780
K-
6461
\A t
(TjaQif«*v .9SS 4 1 *}' •£* +1*6# +1.64s 4.*1* .+.*. n*x +. 32(
40 ‘.fse-a . +2*40 +1*42 ■' +1*42 +1,24 %’r>
60 .9520 *1*26 + 1*12 ■ +1.10 + 1*00 —* 68
SO ; .9350 +1*12 + *86 + *88 + *74 —1.04
100 .9189 +1*00 + *54 + ..*56 + *44 —X*48
’1 OAAW *9022 + .76 + *26 + .88 + .10 •“•I* 74
140 .8860 + ’ .50 + *00 + *oa **»«11 -2*06
T®
T
6708 ■ m m 8760 8481 4358
80° .9854 +2,§2° .+3,&2g +3,14° +3,30° + .62°
40 . 9686 +2.68 +2,63 +2,70 +8,35 — * 62
60 - ,9520 +2.48 ’ +8*15 +2,10 +1,92 ' -1*30
80 .9351 +2*14' +1*68 +1,68 +1,42.. j) HAWw
ioo ■ .9189 +1*98 +1*04 +1,08 + ,84 o tyry
At O A ,9022 +1*46 + *50 + .50 + *20 ■ -3*34'
140 .8860 +■ *96 + * 00 — . 04 f^'r\ — * &*$> -3*98
ROTATORS' POURS IB S03©GESECtlS SPATE AT DIPflBEIH
A-UEEHXt,. 6-PHEBISHIL CABBXNXI, PRQPIQSAT! 
Specific Rotatory Powers* ' ' -r-
T° . DJ> A6708 ■
A
5893
A
5780
A
5461
A
4358
A 4358 
■ 5461
20° ■ . 9790 —A,00° •3 ,0 2 ° -3 ,92° -9 .82° 2*505
40 i9620 1*74 3.04 ':3.17 4.15 10,20 2*458
60 '*9450 ■iiViytr' $ -W* 3,13 3,28 4 * 34 10,52 2*484
80 *9280 1* 56 3.19 3,33 4* BO ■ 10*78 2,395
100 *9113 1,87 ■ 3,14. 3.29 4*66 ■ 10,91 2.393
120 *8944 1,83 3,06 3,21 4*60 10,83 2*405
140 *8792 1.69 2,93 3,08 . 4*08 10.49 -.2,400
Molecular ■ Rotata ry Po srers, ‘
T° bjo A A
6908 5893
AJf
A
5780
A
6461
A
4358
. w 4358.
5461
2(f' ' *9790 -3 .21° -5 .9 7 ° -"•W * i *8*08° ' -20,23° ■ 2.505
m *9620 3.59 ; ' 6* 26 '6,53 :s;as 21,01 2,458
60 ' ■*9450 3,74 . 6,45 6,76 8,94 *5 *1 A * U * ■ 2*424
80 *9280 3.83 6,57 6,86 3.27 '22*21 . 2.395
100 *9113 3,85 6,47 6 ,78 . 9,33 £2*47 O *ZC\ r* £* ♦ v  %J w
120 *8944 3.77 6,30 6,61 9.27 . 2229 2,405
140 ■ *8792 3.43 6,03 6,34 9,03 21*61. 2.400
POWERS I I  HCM00EIEG03 SHOT IS  CIPESSSI'S !TSIiPEBATORESi
4-ETS2& oumiisr. ■ pctlvte.
f
20° - *9980
*9810
60 *■9645
*> m &
Pastrs,
K
#%*0 i?O
•17*05° -22,91°
16.53 -on f\:?%&yf ■ Wsf*i»
is,sa ■ 31,15
15,19 20*61
14,82 f i w ; * w
14,77 19,94
14,49 19*90
Isfl/
/\
■4351
.24,13° -87,92° 5.1,28° 1*835
23,44 ■27*05 49,34 1,831
*>*>' 4RJ.*u*rf t* 26,44 ,n•iQ, 1*808.
«^s*t fl/l*£> $ to/ 25,78 47,05 1,825
EX* 48 8 5 ,® 46,07. 1.883
AT ■' A A
ft* «*-*; Svrf.«'a< 05*35 45,33 1,804
21.16 25,02 44,98 '1 ,7 9 8
IfoXsotilatf Bets [Hi/
K
«■ ft W /
K i <
.y^O,,v ,9980 AS® A*5#-ft: MW -62*39° #98 * 34°
40 ,9810 '61*. 69 /jA*»;.ieSi*; loM' 45#01 51,94 96*12
60 ,9645 *m oftMU' * «A# 40,61 jft&f f 50,73
80 ' *9430 29*16 39,49 /A 1S» *#«*♦ «*,&> - ao> ao%.*'■* Oft, ; §0*54:
100 ,9313 O'l if A i&M ■* SfeM .33*86 41,24 46*86 88*46
120 ,9145 .28,35 38,13 40,73 48*39 67*12
140 ,8980 27,88 38*43 40,62 48*03 P A AS? Ow-ft *30
-.5461
1*835
1*851
X ' COO
1*825
•» ' ©#><"*
Ji, *  4,*?
1 , 8 0 4
. 1 , 7 9 9
PHOfOOR&PBXC AH& VISUA& DETSEimaiOlB OF EGIJilGHX
' 0 8\
b ^ — 1 7 , 1 °  - 2 2 , 9 •24,1 *v? ,1. * ft* -32.8 -58,5
lAW’ifTT 4**' OAv
W w  ifwW *
40.35 S915 l,U .
•64,9 • . 5 °
63
ROTATGET POWERS A” XfllflHrin'T T1HITSATUHE3 IB UOMOGEKECOS STATE, 
i-OTXL ACETATE. \
Sggeifio Rotatory Powers.-
T 4°
/V
67G8
A
5893
\
3730
' A' '
5461
/V
■ 4358 « t n
oc0 4 9829 -13,74° —18, SB0 —19,31® -22,70° *-42*42° - 1,869
40 ,9660 "13.29 '18403 ''19,00 ■*>ry ■, r*> “41*19' 1,862
60 4 9494 12.87 17,48 18,43 21,50 ■ 33*68 1,883
80 ♦ S326 12,50 16; 94 17,95 irlfl . 0 j# ■ 38#54 1,849
ioo .’9159 12*12 16,34 17,38 20-;?0 ' 57*14- ■ 1,838
120 48990 •i *% . r*iXX.# ©44? 15,75 16.84 19*51 33*68' ' 1,830
140 ,8825 11,54 15,19 16,23 18*77 ■ 34#16 . 1,821
Moleealar Rotatory Powers-;
4.0 } k 
T° D“0 6708 5893*38
P >
\
5180
A
5461
A
4358
j 4358 
^  S461
-30 ' #9129 -^28* 31 *88*27 *■40; 19 —46,70 -07,38 1,869
40 *9660 >7 ,38 "31*: 14  ^39*14 '45.58 84,83 1,862
60 #0494 ’ 86*51 56*01 ' 38*09 44.29 62,16 1.855
60; #9326 n«L' -ttttf-:M # 1 ' 34*89 ' ■ 36*98 42,93 79.39 1,849
100 *9139 24; 97- ■53*66 tSS? •'©«'V «jw , Q*S» 41.61 76.51 1,838
120 ,8990' 24*31 32*44 34,63 40,19 73,50 1,830
140 #8826 23*77 ■31*89 33,43 38,67 70,37 1*821
PHOTOGRAPHIC ABB VISUAL EETEISilHATiOlB Cf ROTATOR! POWER AT 20s *
K 6708 5893 5780 5461 4358 .4328 3950 3845 1«.
[o§.-13.7- -18,6 -19,5 -22,7 -42.4' -42,8 -56,9 ’ -61,0
64
BOTATCEX POSEBS AT EOOTEKT TEIPEBAT0BE3 III EOIJQGEEJEOUS STATE
' Ir&SSLU PROBXGHM®.
Specific -Eotatory powers,
4*4
N
. 6708
X
5893
A
5780
A
5461
■ A
4358
^  435B 
• 5 461
20° ,9731 +m *38° +20,96* + 21*74° +25*14° +46.S02 ■ 1.833
40 .,9560 14*73 19^94 29.58 ' 23,84 43,84 a 1*839
60 *9389 14*20 19,12 19*70 22.80V;'.. 42,00 ; 1.840
80 * 3218 1$*63 IS. 43 19.16 21,96 40,54 . : 1.841
ioo ,9047 18* XX 17,77 18*39 M *4'■•.■ iSU* X ♦ ■ 39,04 ■ ' 1*835
120 ; .8880 18* 70 16.91 17,52 2 9 ,4 6 . 37.50 : 1.833
140 ,8703 ■ 18*27 16,38 16,89 19.80 35, 90 1.825
Mo XeejsXar Hot atoty Powers *
T° D$o  ^ A
1 • 6708 ! 6893
. ^  
• 5780
' A
’ 5461
A
4358
A *"V(J l>01 0ft n«. 7mCW,3a W*>
■8461
so0 ,9731 +33,84° +46*11* +47,83° +55,31° +101,64° 1*838
40 ■ ,9560 33.41 ’ 43,87 ’ 45,23 ■52,45 • 94.45 1 1*839
60 ' ^ ,9389 ■ 31,02 ■ 42,06 43,34 ■ 50.16 92,40 1*840
80 .9818 & *  w * 0 ' 40,66 42.18 28,31 89.19 . 1.841
100 ,9047 n o  ! c *A s:-.a j * & 39,09 ’ 40,46 46,82 85,89 ■ 1*835
120 ' 0 C - O A  ■ m VUU <J- 27,94 37.20 38.54 45,01 82,50 1 ' n  %**l l v w v
140 *8703 26,99 35,90 37,16 ■ 43,63 ' w o  - f } n  f O *  v ? o *11 « U < W
POTATO!t£ POSSES XI HO»C$KEOOS STATE A3
1-H-PSOPSL (i-PBEH3ani?t CAlBXISt FCK JT
f£0
iolfio Bata tor?/ Po?isra. -
V ' ' A
r>fv
40
60
■ . f*.®
*v ■
fiQKJO! •# »c# IW
*9712
0
* s*«4
,0
16# SI 
15.81 
IS. 41 
15.02
14*5!
■+23*16 
■ 21*53
O*}
00
*0$?
ra\J * %##
19# 89
19* S3
A
K
,.0
S^trOS 
SI, 68 
20.94 
20,41
K
&UJL
o»iSQ°
26 m 42
21*
34*
23*29 
2 2 #  2 4 -
K
4 - 4 9 , 1 3 °  ' 1 . C 2 7
47*82
ft O 4#",»4v*48
[0.
43*78
j8j £3!i^
* 0461
;*J . ,Q.l f.* V .
1. 4
1* 8 x1 
1*810 
i*aiB! 
1*03
folaciilar Hotatcry .powers
mO A.,0
4°
A K
a893
\ /\ d M M
8461
20 AOflO * #*£ + 34,52° +45,87° >47*98° '■ +53.64° +101, ?o°; .1*837
40 ‘ ,9713 33,55 44,6? Jf £5 10)0 54,69 ' 98.99 : . 1*010
60 0O n% 43.51 ■ 45*64 53,34 ' S3,21 ’ ,1*804
80 ■ *0407 31,00 /o aa *■. 44*ai: ’ 51,63 €)% no*r V* * */ ' '1*811
xoo; 31,09 41,17 ' &*9. frfi?t » 49,82 . 00*58. :' 1*018
180 ,9101 30,12 39*99 42,25 48,21 ■ B7*^ ' : 1*815
140 ,8939 29,20 38,69 41,0? ' 46,02 - p /'s pti ■ .■'1*830
PHOTO GRAPHIC AfiD VISUAL HH1BMINAT10HS OP ROTATOBX POWER AT 30°
A 67Q8 5893 5780
+16,7° 22,2 23*2
0
4353 4310 4190 405? 3935 A.U.
26,9 49,3 50,? 54,7 60,8+66,8°
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BOIAICEX P0«1SS III BCMCGIffisCUS StA®E AT SrOTBOT miPEBISUBES.
l-a-PB0P3tL (6-HIEJEKSI, CABBXSSI. ACSfAII.
Specific Potatory Posers
fgiO
4^° . K6703 '
A
. §883
. \ 
5780
• (V 
5461
■ A■ .
j '4359 
^  5461
rwS® ,9728 ♦12, 23° <S ** /*5
v
»«
//
■ o ■ 
o +17,34° +19,70° +33*18° 1.833
40 ,9564 11,92 16*16 16,83 19, IB ’ 34# 96 ; ..1,823
60 ,9401 11,60 ■ 10*70 16,32 18*62 . ■ 33*74 1,811
80 ,9240 11,25 J-V *  .,fc t 15,73 18,03 / 32*,42';; 1*799
100 ♦  9078 10,91 14,63 13,25 m#* A-f** <* : 31*06 ; 1,782
120 ,8313 10,55 ; - 14,09 14,68 . 16,31 29*74 1,769
1 4 0 ;' ,3750 10,17 ’ 13.53 14,08 16,16 on.if . 1,751
Moieaaalar.'Botatoary Powers,
m0 . B40 V. 6708
/V
■ 5833 '
L5
■ 5730 /V■ 5461■ 4353 ‘
JeSS,
54»1
20° . #0725 +26,91° 36* 85® +38*15° +43*34° . +79*60° 1
40 ■* , #0564. 26,22 tys jftis 37,03 42*20 76,91 1,823
60 #9401' 34*54 36,00 40,96 74,23 1,311
80 #9240 24* 75 33* 37 ■ 34,72 39,67 <71. * 4-* 1,799
100 ,9078 24,00 . 32*19 *9 *& t£ £?Oo+OQ . 38,35 68* 33 1,732
120 ,8915 n*i ■ .31*00 , 32*30- 36,93 63*43 . ' 1*763
140 *8750 ■m 4§ ** I 29*77 ■30*98 35,55 61,93 .. 1,751
8QEAIC5X POfSSS IB iCTCJSJSQOS 8205% PS mifSBSS2 fSlPEEAIOElS,
0(
80
100
120'
140
Specifia natatory' Powers
o
9X54
83 42
SAD €3 * CxVWiO'
A
S708
'.,9629- -1 1,
.1*95
11*14
J.V# ifw
10*40
A
. 54ox 
.30,068 
10,43 
18,82 
18,13 ' 
17,45. 
16.76 ; 
16,00
d-n-PKOFSCL ib JPnEIHTIHL S ilE B IM I. PBOPXCSAIE.
■ t S  
' A
■ B780 
•17*450
3.6,70
3.6,13
15,58
14,06
ia ,4 s
14.03
A
m
•16,57*
15.37
15,®
14,81
r>0
: *  .3.- ft,
15*80
*3 /in 
<# w
A
*R §2
-38**,
' SB*
■ 34*26
' 51*06
(A
1
1*852
u t m
“% ooi
1.816
1.809
30,30 1 1*802
18,78 1,793
lloXe^
m®X
sjilmr Be 
4.0f|V
“40
tatory Power
A
6708
‘8*
A
■ 5893
. P i
\
5780
A'
■5461
A
,4368
4353
^5461
20° ■ .9629 -SS.94® -38,66® ■—40 * 72^ 46,S0a -85.82° '1#852
40 .9468 87*84 . 37,26 '00*18 45,34 82.88
60 ,9313 26.#B2 35*94 3% 64 43,92 79,94 1*821
SO ,9154 26#00 . ’ 34,56 . 36.34 42.30 76,82 0*816
100 * fuuO 26*14 33,18 55*58’ 40.72 73,64 •1*809
120 >8842 24*26 32,20 53* 78 39,12 70.46 ... 1*802
140 , 8.688 20*52 31., 26 ■32*68 37,34 - 67,1.6 1 * 799*f!„ : f «i*r
63
fascia powers m  n m s m s  wperaiubes in homogeneous smie,
'i-kisih, Q> -msnmriL cabbiikl rcini 
■Specific Rotatory Powors.
nio A A h
2 C * v
c
120
1,0441
1,0269
1,0091
,9920
4T
2T#56
f^rj- <*> f »
25*^ ,
as
Sft*83
', 'AS
W W f .  W
V w r  #•
*$* jCr*
1 An SrMl SA.j . #■ J i"1.1 *^ifet f«3
Molecular Baiatary Powers
D4° A A5833
i & V  ' X *
J- 0
4,» Vl»;fex
Xt0269-
1 , 0 0 9 1
67,20
#
■C;0 KjV ,
1 4 0  . , 9 7 ‘
»**.
- 9 ,  3 8
8 4 * 9 6
82*18
81*66
X)a -1,0790 >*68,16° -92.16°
8 7 * 1 2
84*10
A
6 4 0 1
39* £
38,40
37*41
36*30
35*04
N T
A
5780
-36,7#
95.53
94,08
92,16
K o'- 43E
46,16°' ' '-82, 00° 1,777
AJt& * 49 60,14 1,762
44*57. . 78.29 : ■1,756.
>js3*81 76,19 1,751
48*14 73,91 1,754
40*80 71,63 ■1*756
*5tA *%fS 69,27 1,763
A
5461
A
43S8 ^ f ! 1
‘110.76° -196,80° 1,777
109,18 ' 192,34 1,762
106,97 ■ 187,90 1.756
104.42 182,86 1.751
101,14 177,33 1,754
97,92 . 170,91 1,756
94,32 166,25 1,763
W f m m  POBEBS AS DIPffSRSHI TS» 
a-pBsm*(** I
s° i $  h  h
4 670S 5893
20° 1,0670 +40*68° +54*77°
40 1,0306 41*10 55*21
CO - 1*0^ 40 41*57 r,R CK|VV
80 1*0170■ 41*49 56*78
100 1*0008 41*'43 '■ 55, 95
120 * 9840 41, .54 :55*99
140 • 9672 . 40*85' ' 55,70
Molecular Bot+tosa1 Posers.
jo nt° ^ i
6708 ’ 5893
j?w-V 1*0670 *103*3° ♦139*1°
40 1*0506 104,4. 140+2,
60 1*0340 '105*1. 141*1 -
80 1,0179 105 *6' 141,7
100 1,0008 105*2 . 148*1
120 * 9840 1.05,0 142*2
140 *9672 , 103* 76 141*58
BAIOBZS II? HCUOGEKED03 .-SEATS.'
mtBitiii*
[cdf
A
; 5780
AG'S! ATS.
A
5461
A
4353
, 4358*i o*-i .mm
^5461
h'57,06° +60.68° +117,25° 1*785 -
67*40 66,17 118*12 '1* 785
57*66 ■ 66,50 118,91 1*784
57*88 66,73 119.43 1*790
38,05 66,87 119.63 1*785
68,09
«a«y ■*?%w 4 * t w
66,67
■ 69,91
119,12
119,94
; 1* 787 
1*803
5730
A
5461 4io
(V 455 o 
5461
H 44.70 +166.8° +297.8° n non J. * i
145*8 168,1 300,0  ^tfofs JL* (Ow
145*5 168,9 302.0 1*735
147,0 169,5 303,5 1,789
147,5 169,8 303.9' 1,789
147,6 169,3 302,6 X + -foj
146,6 167.4 .392,1 1*803
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m s  m m  powebs o? m m  x m m m M  m m %  alcohols m  som ;»s* .
All the solution rotations .recorded in this thesis were determined in 
the • same maimer * l*e, about one gramme of tHe optically active ■' 
■compound was weighed out and enough of the solvent added to make the 
solution up to 20 ocs* in tolu&e* Ilia rotation of a 200 m* layer 
of this. liquid was them measured.;
.^soLvm
ar^mt* (b CARSEHpk
^ V*
m m  5461.
A
4358
j 4353isjtexnm
^ 5461
Benzene . 4,8$ +29,7° +51,1® 1,735
Ethyl' Alcohol 5*0‘| 26,8°1 31,8 . 55,4 1,740
Carbon Bisulphide 5,2$ 30.2 35,4 S^f*> £5 Ws:j* '& 1,777
soimm
1-a-PROPi^
©70S
-PHEfSlJSt CARBlBCIi
b b b
5893 5780 5461
A
4358 ■
j 4358[X v*"1wvv»m$
5461
Benzene 4,9 % +1S»3<3 +14.9° +16.3° +17, S53 +31,5°; 1,802
Ethyl Alcohol 5, \% -+-+I 1 */ %11 i.fiy . 38,8 20,7 37.4 *t . to H f%J .* O XU
Carbon Bisulphide 5 • 2$ ...0 32. * 9 22.7 25.0 46«2 \ 1,844
irVESm, fc*PEBML CABBIHOI.
■ • .solveet
A
3708
A
5393
A A-
5780 5461
A
4358 5401 -
Ethyl Alcohol 4,6$ —IS, 3° -15*6° -16,2° -17*9'3 -28,6° 1,587 '
Cycle hemne 5,0 -15,3 -20.2 —20,3 —23,1 —38,0 1,642
Carbon Bisulphide 4.8$ -19.7 : i+e ' a * *Ue. -26,5 . -30,4 -49,1 3,620
SPECIFICS KOMCeSX fO'ifSS OF IBS ESTISS IN EKEt A&QC0OUC 
, SQ1OTIQN AI 20° . ( 5$ ■,-approximately,solutions).
Ihe sign of rotation shown is in each ease,that of tfta ester 
Cron de rbro-»ro tato rs alcohol-
A
6708
A
TAJ K 
K A
5*
A
4358
A (/\ -
cioi
HOTEL A,«PH0fi2flKti C
V: o-10,5 ,o •14«2°
Acetate - *6*49 . ' *7,70'...*?,ao' *9,09
Propioimte '*•33 ■ *4*4 ■ *4,3; •*5,4
§ r m m  p-Pir a s m L  cimnrmt t ™
V
formata -11.5° *•*14*9^ S *»K «t 0— *X • i- / * o
. Acetate **9*. 2 -11,© -12,1 —14,6
£ Propionate —14,1 -14,2 -17*4
-32 ,T 
+13. 3
1* 9a4 
1#' 
■1*11
**34,6°
—27,5 1,810
i m
<$wmh
Aoet&i
.cnate
,15
ff'-iJSr* *
**rt* 4
»*8*2
n m s M t
1 p oC •X * *.£> -27.4° -19.8° —36.6° 1'. CR *2 JL vv
'10,3 -11,6 -13.6 -25,8 ■ 1 P 0*7 •A* Of 4
'10,7 -11,2 -12,9 —84*5 1,899
§ r v m m
Formats
Acetate
• w m m m t ,  u m s m t  ^
+23,0° +30* 4° +32,3'
+35,7 +47,9 + 49,8
+39,3° 
#1
0°
* 99,1
1,763
1,766
PJO
I w
EPEGXFId iQfAfOlX POfIBS- OP IBfSM XI 5$ 0A8BQ1 BXa!JXHIXDI::BOLm!XO!i 
In- each ease the sign of rotation ia that of the ester derived from.
the dostrcnratator^ alcohol*
A : a ■
ISTEB 6708 5893
i-sa’iax ^ - K s s a m  'c&aam *-
Foj-ffiais -4*34® —7*3°
Acetate 48*5 Ml*-
Propionate '■ ' +3*5 ' +5*0
grSKKL ^-HIEBSKSL CABBim s-'
Formate ^ $7,1° ,-8,9®
Acetate -6,9 —9 * 6
■Propionate —10,4 ; -14*2
t-H-PBOPYL fe ^ POTsam wasmt.
Formate ' ' -7,0° -8,6°
Acetate **4*7 -6,5
Propionate «*6* 0 ■ *-7 * 4
^ p h m &  r*-pssasrm. .oABBim t«
Formate +53,1® +73,3®
Aeetats +110,6 +150,4
L°6\ 
K :
5780
A
5461
A
4358
4358OL »Mx-*K#^twtesw
5461
**-7,7 —8,6®
0A* 1.8S6
+12,6 +14,4 wuO*^ ' *1• i—»M* »* • 1,603
+5.8 4*6.* 3 +8,2 1, 300
**9 * 0° -12,4° ■ -19,7° 1.591
*10*1 -11,5 •""iW-.y* M 1,928
—14* .2 -16,5 ' ■ -30*1 1 , &0**k
*
<+ f+0 _**.3*7 -lo, 3°: -18*5° 1*800.
**0* 0 —7,6 -14*4 1*821
-7*8 -8.5 -16*8 1*984
+78,3° +90, 3P ■ +167*4° . 1*856
+160,3 +182.6 +341*7 1*872
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I®EHKIBATIQ!JS OS' DESSmES AID EOTATORX POWERS (Homogeneous State. )
All densities are referred to *$fce? at 4° * The rotations were 
measured In a 50 as, tube through the Jacket off which mineral oil 
was circulated to maintain the liquid at the temperatures mentioned.
A-ETHYL ^-PHEREEm CA8BIB0I. (in'fused state),
.9485 9 46.3° ; ,9268 i 72,50 . ,<>074 Q 100.5® | ,8832 Q 131.5° 
Rotate?.? Powers (off 50 mm. column).
Cleggs+9.14° 0 52,5® ;+9,10G»i 65° 5+9,02° a 72P | + 9 . 0 1 °  Q 32.5°
Ag461 11,03 1 82,5 } 11,00 Q 64,5| 11*06 i 72 * 11,01 6 93
^4358 18,84 ® 32,5 ; 18*77 6 66 } 18.76 § 72 ; 18.74 0 93.5
°<5893+9,00° ® 106*5® 5+8,72° i 120.5C ..
cLy,-, 10,39 @ 106 ; 10,73 § 101,5 5+10,26° S 139° ,
^4358 18,70 ® 106 5 IS ,26 0 121 .
i-n-PECPXL b-PEEHEDl®, CARBIKOL (In fused state),
.9588 Q 17° 5 .9231 0 56,5° } .8982 S 93,3° ; ,8678 ® 129,3° .
Rotatory Powers, (of 50 bbu layer 5*
^ 6708 -4.64° 0 22° 1-4,70° 8 45° 5-4.57° Q 8S°|-4,350 8 120° j-4,24° 0 14. 
^58g3 -6,03 § 22 .5-6,33 § 45 5-6,87 @ 88 5-3.75 « 120 J-5.50 « 140
°^S7S0 "”0 *35 ® 22 5-6,60 0 45 ;-6,53 6 89 j-0,04 8 120 |-5,75 § 142
^5461 “ 7 *25 0 2 5-7,47 0 45 5-7.40 0 89 5-7*04 §120 ;-6,53 Q 141
^4353 “ 12*7 3 a 22 »~*13,12 a 49 5-13.00 § 89 j-12,52 § 120;-11,69 § 141
74
1.0228 i 70° *, 1,0068 0 £8.5° j. 1,0046 6 ©2,5° { ,9855 6 115° . .
Observed rotations of, 50 sirnw layer* . .
^g70S +6,99° Q 62°j+7,S55 €5 88,5° }+7,55° & 106,5° ;+7» 43° ® 120° ,
^8833 9,17 8 m  i 9,57 0 89,5 I 9,52 ® 106,5 * 9,34 ® 120
^5780 0,80 0 40 I 9*83 ® '93,5 | 3,88 Q 108,5 ; 9,68 0 120
^ 5461 10,12 0 20“> 11,19 0 605 ll*!1 ® 99; 11»Q7 a 106,5} 10,62 Q 120
13,47 0 801 16,99 @ 60} 17.56 1 97} 17,44 Q 106,5; 17.25 0 120.
e«m.
Density*
^6708 -7*39° ® 20°7,40® § 53Q;~7,36° @ 93° j-?*!?!*0® 112° ;-7,13°® 128
^5893 -10,05 § 20 } 10,13 0 34 J 10,01 0 S3 }'9 .8? 9 114} 9.68 0 127
^5780 * 10,51 ® 20 I10*70 ® 95 * 10,49 8 94 » 19*30 ® US; 10,00 0 128
^ 461 -12.16 § 20 } 12.35 i 54 } 12,12 § 95 j 11.77 ® 116 ; 11.43 qisq
W435S -23.09 § 20 } 23,38 0 54 J'22.58 8 ©5 ; 21,90 0 118; 21,58 0
a, -BERKI. |S-»t!H32IEI,n2L CMSStfflL AGSSASK,
Density. ■
*9874 « 17° j *S451 © 63,5s j ,9249°® 91® } .9042 @ 117,5' 
notations of 50 isra, layer,. '
^6708 +‘75° ® 16° l+«60° 6 63 f*„45° S 90° ,*+,40° 0 112°
0 5^893 +*8 3 0 1 6  i+,50 9 63 j+,37 3 96 ft*33 . 0 112
^SW® ^ 8# 9 36° ® 633 >*27® ® 96® .+,18® @112®
^5461 +*S,? 9 16 : > * 46 ® 63 "**‘*2S 0 &  '**'•■12 Q 133
oC4ma 4,l& @16 >,35 0 63 >,37 0 90 f-,75 § 112
Dmsitj*
, 9851 Q 13° j ,9348 S 73° ? ,9194 @ 91® j ,8970 § 117® .
lotatery powers of 50 ®n» layer*
y.670g -.76° 0 1# >,85° 0 60° >,84° 0>6Q >.83° §112° 
*$$$3 -1,33 § 14 J 1,40 0 60 | 1,44 0 93 ; 1,37 § 112
H?80 - 1*48 0 14 I 1*54 0 60 } I*53 0 93 5 1*43 § 112
^ S461 -l.90.fi 14 J 3.05 0 80 . J 8,09 §  00 |  8,04 @ 112
0*4358 —4,78 Q 14 J 4,98. 6 60 } 5,00 8 96 j 4,90 t 112
. a-ESSSli (s-PHEHSfIIH, CABE£!SD fOEMAlS.
;+.3Q°S 120® 
>,15 ® 120
*j+,io°e i 2oo
|+’,06 Q 120
j—,83 6 180
>.80°® 126° 
s 1,33.0 128 
; 1,41 Q 126 
; 2,00 S 126 
: '4, 78 6 126
<J-EEEXIr fc -H O T E rm  eA K B im  rCX! S'TB*
Measurements of rotations of 50 soa. layer* .
^ mQQ -8,81® <S S»0 H3.00® § 45°5-7.67° S 11,^S.68Q Q 1S3° { 7.06° 8100° 
-11,43 Q 20 ;-10,90 © 4 6;-10«30 Q 71,S;-§,61 © lftl;-9,02 Q 123QC/ jo
*1c.G4 t 30y31.40 Q 43 {-11,00'. i 73,3 {-10,34 f- 100{~10,18 ® 123
Cst^g -13*93 6 20.5-13.16 0 445-12,68 8 71 {-11,91 0 300 5-11,50 6 123
<*4358 —25,S3 a 03{-24*S3 § 44.5 {-23,24 0 71 {-21*40 @ 100 {-20,80 & 123
■ 4 -E ffiX I, CABBED ACECm .
tensity, ' - '
, 9883 Q 13.3° ' j ..*9814 Q 43° ; ,9236 Q 68° ; ,8388 ® 117,3° ' ;
Bdtations of SO jgcs* X&yer *
O('07O3 8 18,5^ -5,82° Q 81^ -6.29® 8'45^ -3,138° S lC^ ;-5, 32°Q 122°
dgg93 -9,19 e 18,5 5-8*54 © 4S {-7,80 S ai;«7*42 @ 307;-7*0S § 122
015780 “9*7S 8 18,5 {—9,02 i ®j-a,33 S 81J-7.9# § 1Q7{~7,50 C I S
°^546l **11*20 Q 18.5 {-10,59 0 48{-9*84 .i 81 {-9,12 § 107{-8 ,64 0 129
^tSSA “20«91 8 1 .5 {-19,49't 48'{—17.99 ® 81;—16,62 § 107 {—15,93. ® 124
■ x - m m ,  a m s m t ,  m o m o m m
Density, ’ ' '
.9723 0 20,5° 5,9450 @ 52, 3° { .9209 8 81° } ,8051 0 123° \
■ notations of 00 layer* •
^6708 +7,4B® § 20;+6,84® « 49 {+6,03° ® 95{+5.80° 0109 ;+5,59° § 125 
^ m z  : 10,20 6 2 0 ; 9,28 § 49{ 8,68 @ 77{ 8,16 0 96 ; 7*38 § 325
0(5;mo ' 3.0,53 8 20J.9.5S 9 49* 8,50 6 8 8 ; S.OS’ 6 109; 7,67 0 125
^(g461 12,23 © 20{ 11,05 Q 49{9*80 § 92; 9,40 § 109; 9,00 @ 125
^43RA 23*47 ® ^  20,21 ® 49» 12,00 6 ®3; '17,30 8 103; 16,34 § 125
9682 0 20° I .9606 6 86,5° 1 .9368 0 84.5® 5 *9209 3 105.5°
of SO ms# layer.
i t y 4,¥ ',82? 0 37^ +7,31° Q 70*1+8,80° 0 109.9^6*54° t 124
^6893 10,96 0 19• 10,54 ® 37* 9,79 ® 70;9*01 Q 109,S 5 8 , 0
*1 n a
DC a 19s 10,29 ® 70; 9*58 § 98$ 9.51 i
OO O
, o.w„., - „ *J9.S$ 9.S1 8 124
; 12,65 Q 46; 12.06 @ 70; 10,92 Q 109,5; 10.42 ® 124
24# .© 1 9 1  SB, ft S31 SI**® @ 701 19*77 © 100*5 jk
i
us va t io
b-paisaiKi; CAEBim acetate,
$.9436 § 5 6 * 5 ®  | .9179 8 87,5° ; .8923 @ ' 1 1 8 . 5 *
SO iam* layer*
d-
. 5.98 § 17} S.*33 @ 60} §*12. ©71 } 4*80 © 108} 4*62 f
fOo •
8,15 i 17; 7.24 0 6 6; 6.94 B 71; 6,50 @ 108; 6.11 § 129
^5780 0,50 f 17* 7,01 ® 6SJ ?*20 §71} 6.76 0 103 $ 6, 32 @ 129
^5461 9,63 0 17 » 8,68 0 66> 8,53 Q 7 117*69 ® 108; 7,30 §129
^4353 17,73 0 17* 15,68 @ 6 6 ; 15,07 i 71; 14,03 Q 108; 12,84 § 129
Sr^BQF
.0
m m m *  c m m m t  $ m m m m il »
,9674 S 14.5“ ; ,9"-r .0397 ® 49,5W $ ,9143 0 79.5° $ ,8920 6 309,6•0
4-a-PBOPEX, ft>-PIIEH32TBYL CAEBim PBOPIOHATS. . 
notations of SO m* . layer*
ol6708 -6,03° © 16,4Q,-5,23° § 6 4 ;-S,01° 0 68*1-4.69° © 1121-4,55° Q 124 
g^ggjj -8,07 ‘.'6 16,4;-7,16 § 621-6,61 ' ® 88}-6,24' 0 U2;-6,01 0 124
oLf„ -6,48 .© 3.6*4j—7,5-9 i 61;-7,Q2 §89 $6,54 0 11S}~6,33 i
Q
oL'i;.. -9*76 a 16.4;-8.5? © 64 {-8,08 a 89 J-7,53 § 112;-7,34 Q 1265461
^4358 - 17*88 @ 16,45-15,95 § 62{-14,37 0 87;-13,60 © 112 $-13* 19 0 125 
j-PHEHL >-PHE3ffi3Cm CABBIKH. FOEiiATE
Density,•
1,0821 S 16,5° | 1,0473 Q 56,5° $ 1,0226 0 83° $1,0016 § 114,5° , 
Rotations of50 &BU layer*
°^ 6708 —16,43°Q 14<?-14,43°i 601-13,85°Q 831-13,16°® 1051-12,66°® 123P 
^5893 -20.92 & 14$-19.33"® 60 5-18,62 § 83$-17.67 Q 10SJ-16..86 Q 123
^5780 “S1»9S ® 145-80.40 0 60 $-19.62 0 S3 $-18,52 § 303 {-17.93 @ 123
^5461 ",25*1° 0 14$-23*24 © 60 $-22,24 § S3;-81»14 § 105;-20*Q5 0 123
-44. 75 8 14;-40.75 S 60 $-38,87 8  835-30.87 « 10S;-35.2S Q 123%£hJK5 . . .  '
■ A-PI1EEXI, ^-PHEHEESSI, CABBIES!, ACSMIE.
Density. ' _ '
1,0709 Q 15° { 1,0472 § 43° '$ 1,0198 § 78,5° J ,3918 « 110°
Rotatory Rowers of 50 m* layer*-.
'V/OS *21.72% 121+21,56°© 441+21,18°a 801+20.67°© 1021+20,22°§120°
Si893 29,29 0 13S 28,95 Q 43; 28,40 @ 79$ '27,96 8 102; 37.36 © 125
%rmQ 30,51 8 13;30,08 t -45} 29,47 3 79$ 29,01 0 102 ; 28.36-0 126
° ^ 461 35,13 § 13; 34,67 0 45 ; 33,97 0 79$ 33*37 0 104 $ 32,47 S 127
63,73 © 13$ 61.92 S 45; 60,81 § 79; 39.63 S 104; 58,25 Q 127
\s
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1013,1-»3.3923,
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